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Abstract 

Despite the state-mandated implementation of Act 82 of 2012, there is little research to 

confirm whether Pennsylvania’s Educator Effectiveness System affects teachers’ 

instructional growth.  This is an important consideration for school principals and 

organizational leaders who utilize the evaluation model with the intent of improving 

teachers’ instructional pedagogy.  However, if the requirements of the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education’s Act 82 are not resulting in teachers’ instructional growth, then 

school district representatives at the local or state level need to explore other methods to 

evaluate teachers and improve their skill set.  Based upon the importance of needing 

quality teachers in classrooms and having principals evaluate and foster their 

instructional growth, it is essential to know if the goal of Act 82 is being accomplished.  

The purpose of this qualitative study was to measure elementary principals’ perceptions 

of the effect of the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s Educator Effectiveness 

System (Act 82 of 2012) on teachers’ instructional growth. 
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CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION IN PRACTICE PROBLEM 

Introduction and Background 

Throughout American history, the suggested poor quality of public schools has 

been blamed for such events as losing the space race with the Soviet Union, interfering 

with America’s global power, and causing economic and social problems (Spring, 2005).  

Ineffective teaching was viewed as a root cause of the problem leading to educational 

reform at both the national and state levels (Reform Support Network, 2015).  On June 

30, 2012, Pennsylvania’s governor signed House Bill 1901, Act 82 of 2012, which 

required the Secretary of Education to establish a new statewide rating system for 

evaluating teachers and principals (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).  As a result, the 

Educator Effectiveness System (EES) was mandated as the evaluation framework for 

Pennsylvania educators.  The purpose of the framework was to ensure that all students 

had access to effective teachers in the classroom (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 

2014).  “As PDE works to support the development of more effective educators in the 

classroom…, the true goal is to improve student achievement so that all of the children in 

Pennsylvania's public schools are prepared to enter a career or post-secondary training 

and become productive citizens” (“Pennsylvania Department of Education - Educator 

Effectiveness,” n.d., p. 1). 

Act 82 of 2012, which led to the state-mandated development of the EES, 

mandated significant changes regarding the evaluation process of Pennsylvania teachers 

and principals (“Act 82 – Teacher Evaluation Law,” n.d.).  The EES included rating tools 

and guidelines for the following three groups:  classroom teaching professionals, 

principals, and non-teaching professionals (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).  For 
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classroom teachers, the new legislation required 50% of the evaluation be based upon 

students’ performance and the other 50% from classroom observation and practice 

(“Pennsylvania General Assembly - 2012 Act 82,” 2012).  Also, as an aspect of the 

Educator Effectiveness System (EES), the evaluation rating options of satisfactory or 

unsatisfactory were replaced with descriptors including: failing, needs improvement, 

proficient, or distinguished (Rules and Regulations, 2013).  The last significant change 

was the implementation of a structured process for principals to use to evaluate teachers.  

Specifically, principals now needed to conduct a pre-observation conference, the actual 

observation, and a post-observation conference with each teacher.  During the meeting, 

following the observation, principals discuss and compare their ratings of the teacher 

with his/her own self-reflection ratings.  Then, areas of strength, opportunities for growth, 

and next steps are identified.     

Act 82 of 2012, which led to the implementation of Pennsylvania’s EES, was an 

indirect result of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (2009).  The ARRA was 

signed into law by President Obama on February 17, 2009.  Approximately $100 billion 

of the ARRA funds were allotted to education, with $4.35 billion allocated for the 

establishment of Race to the Top, a competitive grant to promote educational reform 

(Howell, 2015).  Pennsylvania’s governor submitted the grant application in 2010, and in 

2011 the U.S. Department of Education granted Pennsylvania a share of $200 million in 

RTTT funds (U.S. Department of Education, 2011).  As a stipulation of receiving the 

grant, Pennsylvania was required to implement educational reform measures, designed to 

increase student achievement.  As a result, the concept of educator effectiveness began to 

surface, designed to reform how educators would be evaluated.  By the following year, 
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the Pennsylvania governor signed Act 82 of 2012, and the Educator Effectiveness System 

was mandated as the evaluation framework for Pennsylvania educators.   

Statement of the Problem 

On June 30, 2012, Thomas Corbett, then governor of Pennsylvania, signed House 

Bill 1901, which required the Pennsylvania Secretary of Education to establish a new 

statewide rating system for evaluating teachers and principals (Pennsylvania House Bill 

1901, 2012).  The primary goal of Act 82 of 2012 was to ensure all students had access to 

effective teachers in the classroom (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  Per 

the requirements of Act 82, the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) was given 

the responsibility to develop and implement regulations to meet the requirements of the 

legislation (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012). 

Time has elapsed to assess whether the implementation of the EES has affected 

teacher’s instructional growth.  This was an important question to answer for school 

principals and organizational leaders because there is a positive correlation between 

highly effective teachers and students’ achievement (Blair, 2000; Darling-Hammond, 

2000; Hanushek, 1971).  Furthermore, the relationship is reinforced by the 

understanding that teachers’ professional development positively affects teachers’ 

effectiveness (Beauchamp, Klassen, Parsons, Durksen, & Taylor, 2014).  The 

professional development of teachers is a means toward improving teachers’ 

effectiveness and positively impacting students’ learning (Borko, 2004; Gamoran, 2007; 

Smith, Desimone & Ueno, 2005; Desimone, Smith, Hayes & Frisvold, 2005).  If the 

implementation of Act 82 is not resulting in teachers’ instructional growth, school 

district representatives should explore additional methods to evaluate teachers and 
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improve their instructional and pedagogical skills.  As a result, it was crucial for 

educational leaders to understand if the goal of Act 82 was being accomplished.   

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals have implemented the PDE’s EES (Act 82 of 2012) and to explore 

their views on its effect on teachers’ instructional growth. 

Research Question 

The research question guiding this study was derived from the existing framework 

within the instructional domain of the PDE’s EES.  The following research question 

guided this qualitative, phenomenological study: 

Research question #1:  

How have suburban elementary school principals from southwestern Pennsylvania 

implemented the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s Educator Effectiveness 

System, and has its implementation affected teachers’ instructional growth?   

Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study was to determine whether the implementation of the EES 

positively affected teachers’ instructional growth.  After the findings were interpreted, the 

researcher created a set of recommendations focused on the perceived effectiveness of 

implementing the EES for school principals and educational leaders.  “Among elements 

such as a well-articulated curriculum and a safe and orderly school environment, the one 

factor that surface[s] as the single most influential component of an effective school is the 

individual teachers within that school” (Marzano, 2010, p. 1).  Therefore, based upon the 
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educational value and influence of individual teachers, it is vital for school principals to 

utilize a framework which improves the instructional pedagogy of educators.   

Methodological Overview  

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals have implemented the PDE’s EES (Act 82 of 2012) and to explore 

their views on its effect on teachers’ instructional growth.  The researcher conducted a 

qualitative, phenomenological study for the research design.  According to Creswell 

(2013a), a phenomenological study is based upon the lived experiences of several 

individuals who experienced the same phenomenon.  Based upon the purpose of the 

study, the common experience was principals’ implementation of the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education’s EES.  According to Moustakas (1994), the description would 

be based upon what and how the participants experienced the phenomenon.  Although 

Creswell (2013a) indicates a phenomenological approach could be employed by studying 

a group whose numbers could vary from 10 to 15 individuals, the researcher utilized a 

larger sample size and met with 20 principals to obtain interview data.  The interviews 

were conducted to build a sufficient dataset, and themes and sub-themes were identified.  

According to Stainback and Stainback (1988, p. 4), “Qualitative research differs from 

quantitative research in its theoretical / philosophical rational.”  This study was based 

upon a qualitative methodology because the researcher was interested in assessing 

participants’ experiences from their perspective (Roberts, 2010).  The researcher 

accomplished this by conducting in-depth interviews with elementary school principals 

from suburban school districts in southwestern Pennsylvania.  With this type of research 

methodology, “…the data are words that describe people’s knowledge, opinions, 
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perceptions, and feelings as well as detailed descriptions of people’s actions, behaviors, 

activities, and interpersonal interactions” (Roberts, 2010, p. 143).  As part of the 

interview process, the researcher had participants share and discuss the specific forms or 

templates they use when evaluating teachers with the EES.  A qualitative, 

phenomenological approach corresponded with the purpose of the study because it was 

based upon participants’ perceptions. 

Definition of Relevant Terms 

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to measure 

elementary principals’ perceptions of how the implementation of the PDE’s EES (Act 82 

of 2012) affects teachers’ instructional growth.  The results were analyzed by the 

researcher to document elementary principals’ perceptions of the implementation of the 

EES in public elementary schools located within the suburbs of southwestern 

Pennsylvania.  The following terms were used operationally within this study: 

Elementary principals: Leaders of an educational institution housing students in 

grades that may range from pre-kindergarten to grade 6.  

Suburban school: A school located in a residential area on the outskirts of a larger 

city.  A suburban environment is more populated than rural areas but less densely 

populated than urban locations.   

PDE: The Pennsylvania Department of Education is the state agency, overseeing 

K-12 schools in Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania’s Secretary of Education, who is 

appointed by the Governor of Pennsylvania, is responsible for managing and 

directing the department. 
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Educator Effectiveness System (EES):  The EES was adopted by Pennsylvania, 

which is based upon Charlotte Danielson's Framework for Teaching, as the 

overarching vision for effective instruction (“Teacher Effectiveness,” n.d.).   

Public school:  Public schools provide a free and appropriate education to 

students who reside within the established boundaries of the school.  Public 

schools operate from local taxes and are supervised by local authorities.     

Instruction: Instruction can be defined as "the purposeful direction of the learning 

process” (Siddiqui, 2009, p. 306).   

Limitations, Delimitations, and Personal Biases 

The findings from the study are transferable to other suburban elementary school 

principals in Pennsylvania; however, there are limitations to the study.  For example, 

since the study was based upon principals’ perceptions of whether the implementation of 

the EES positively affects teachers’ instructional growth, the findings may only be 

transferrable to Pennsylvania principals.  Additionally, the findings may not be 

transferrable to secondary school principals or parochial school principals.  Furthermore, 

given the study was based upon a qualitative methodology and investigated principals’ 

perceptions of instructional growth, rather than statistical data of instructional growth, 

another limitation exists.  This can be addressed in future research by conducting the 

study with a quantitative methodology or an analysis of data before and after the 

implementation of the EES. 

Delimitations are boundaries established by the researcher for the study (Simon & 

Goes, 2011).  For example, participants for this qualitative, phenomenological study were 

elementary school principals from suburban school districts in southwestern 
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Pennsylvania.  The researcher purposefully chose principals for the participants of the 

study, rather than teachers.  An outcome of the study was to determine whether the 

implementation of the EES positively affects teachers’ instructional growth.  Since school 

principals are responsible for evaluating and assessing the instructional growth of 

teachers, the researcher wanted to communicate directly with those evaluators.  However, 

regardless of the results of the study, the use of the EES is currently mandated by the 

state.  As a result, the researcher is not necessarily able to recommend school principals 

abandon its use.  Instead, results could imply that other, additional methods should be 

explored and used to improve teachers’ instructional growth. 

Researchers can limit ethical concerns during data collecting by using 

pseudonyms and withholding or changing information regarding participants’ race, age, 

or gender (Babbie, 2014).  Another concern with phenomenology is bracketing which 

may occur when the researcher incorporates personal experiences with the phenomenon 

(Creswell, 2013a).  The researcher addressed this concern by aiming to remain totally 

neutral and focused only on the experiences of the identified participants.  Another area 

of concern with qualitative research is confidentiality and anonymity; researchers can 

strive to ensure confidentiality, but cannot guarantee participants’ anonymity.  Since the 

researcher is the person who conducted the interviews, he was aware of participants’ 

identities.  As a result, the participants were not anonymous.  However, when data is 

reported, researchers need to ensure that outsiders cannot identify individual participants 

while reading the research study.  Regarding bias, there may be ethical concerns based 

upon the level of subjectivity involved with qualitative research.  For example, researcher 

bias could exist when a researcher sees what he/she is looking to see.  According to 
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Babbie (2014), this can be addressed by the researcher being aware of his/her own values 

and preferences and by following strict guidelines to collect and analyze data.   

The Role of Leadership in this Study 

One of the most prevalent concepts of organizational behavior involves the 

relationship between job satisfaction and job performance (Davar & Bala, 2012).  

According to Landy (1989), research regarding the relationship between job satisfaction 

and job performance has been described as the Holy Grail of industrial psychologists.  

Based upon the research of Judge, Thoresen, Bono, and Patton (2001), teachers satisfied 

with their jobs may demonstrate better job performance.  This concept is applicable in a 

school setting because improved job performance of teachers could correlate with 

increased student achievement.  As a result, school leaders need to be conscious of the 

level of job satisfaction of teachers because it correlates to their job performance.   

Principals strive for a high level of organizational performance within their 

schools, and as a result, they need to have an awareness of factors potentially affecting 

the overall performance of the organization.  Jo and Shim (2005) examined the effect of 

managers’ communication with employees on building trusting relationships with those 

employees.  According to their research, employees who receive positive 

communication from their managers are more likely to establish a trusting relationship 

with those managers (Jo & Shim, 2005).  This research has practical implications for K-

12 education.  For example, trust is an important aspect of successful organizations.  

When trusting relationships are built and established between principals and teachers, it 

positively corresponds and contributes to a positive school culture (Berkovich, 2018).  

According to Hoy and Miskel (2005), school culture is the “set of internal characteristics 
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that distinguish one school from another and influence the behaviors of each school’s 

members” (p. 185).  Sergiovanni (2000) attempts to simplify the definition of school 

culture by referring to it as “the normative glue that holds a particular school together” 

(p. 1).  

The research regarding person-organization fit is applicable to K-12 education 

and teacher outcomes.  For example, O’Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991) 

hypothesized that person-organization fit is positively related to work outcomes, such as 

commitment, satisfaction, and performance.  Based upon the analyses of O’Reilly et al. 

(1991), the concept of person-organization fit is valid and applicable for organizational 

considerations.  This research has practical leadership implications in the field of 

education.  For example, schools and school districts are organizations, and school and 

district leaders seek positive work outcomes from employees.  As a result, principals can 

identify, communicate, and model which values characterize their own schools and 

district.   

Leadership is about understanding organizational behavior, which is based on the 

knowledge and awareness of the individuals, groups, and structures within the 

organization and the understanding of how they affect the performance of the 

organization (Robbins and Judge, 2016).  A school principal’s understanding of 

leadership style and organizational behavior can result in positive outcomes regarding 

teachers’ performance.  This is an important notion for school principals and 

organizational leaders because it is necessary to understand how the goal of Act 82 is 

being accomplished within the organization of the school.  The deployment of the EES 

was required by the PDE as a vehicle mandated to help organizational effectiveness.  
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This study explored the effectiveness of the EES through the lens of the principals who 

were charged with implementing it.  

Significance of the Dissertation in Practice Study 

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals implemented the PDE’s EES and to explore their views on its 

effect on teachers’ instructional growth.  The study is significant because despite the 

state-mandated implementation of the EES, there is little research to confirm whether its 

implementation is positively affecting the efficacy of Pennsylvania’s teachers.  The 

results of the study are potentially significant for school principals and organizational 

leaders who utilize the evaluation model with the intent of improving teachers’ 

instructional pedagogy.   

The research question for the study was designed to determine if the 

implementation of the PDE’s EES positively affects teachers’ instructional growth.  

Based upon the importance of needing quality teachers in classrooms and having 

principals evaluate and foster their instructional growth, it was essential to know if the 

goal of Act 82 was being accomplished.   

The results of this study indicated that although the framework of the EES is 

similarly understood by principals, its implementation does not appear to affect teachers’ 

instructional growth.  Therefore, school district representatives at the local or state level 

need to explore other methods to improve teachers’ instructional skill set. 

Summary 

Implementing the Educator Effectiveness System was mandated to provide an 

evaluation framework for Pennsylvania educators, and the goal was to provide all 
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students access to effective teachers in the classroom (Pennsylvania Department of 

Education, 2014).  Since the EES was adopted in 2012, enough time has passed to assess 

whether its implementation has positively affected teacher’s instructional growth.  

Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals have implemented PDE’s EES and to explore their views on its 

effect on teachers’ instructional growth.  Based upon the educational value and influence 

of individual teachers, it was important for school leaders to know whether the 

implementation of the EES positively affects teachers’ instructional growth.  This 

research has practical leadership implications in the field of education.  However, since 

the population for the study will consists of suburban, elementary school principals in 

southwest Pennsylvania, the findings may not be transferrable to secondary school 

principals or parochial school principals.  Notwithstanding its limitations, the study was 

significant because despite the state-mandated implementation of the EES, there was little 

research to confirm whether its implementation was positively affecting the efficacy of 

Pennsylvania’s teachers.   
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

A History of Supervision and Evaluation 

Knowing the general history of teacher supervision is beneficial in understanding 

the rationale of the current framework of the Educator Effectiveness System.  “The 

purpose of supervision in education is quite noble and humanistic and has remained 

relatively consistent since its inception in America’s public schools” (English, 2005, p. 

432).  It provides school principals and educational leaders with an opportunity and 

responsibility to develop and improve the skillset of teachers (Sergiovanni & Starrat, 

2002).  However, the history of school supervision is often portrayed as a series of 

disjointed and unrelated events (Glanz, 1994).  Furthermore, models for the evaluation of 

teachers have been considered inadequate (Soar, Medley, & Coker, 1983; Haefele, 1993; 

Maranzano, 2000; Everson, Feinauer, & Sudweeks, 2013).  This review of literature 

provides a history of how teacher supervision evolved from the colonial days to present 

day.  Additionally, political influence on educational policy is reviewed, which connects 

accountability to the formation of the Educator Effectiveness System.      

Colonial America through the 19th Century 
 

The Massachusetts School Act of 1647, also known as The Old Deluder Satan 

Act, ordered the residents in towns with fifty or more homes to employ teachers to 

educate children, so they could learn to read the Scriptures (Laud, 1997).  In an effort to 

curtail negative influences, the colonists in Massachusetts believed the focus within the 

schools should be based upon reading, writing and religious training (Buss, 2011).  Since 

the colonists considered Satan the origin of negative influence, the state and church 
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worked together to “…ensure that Satan would not interfere with a child’s opportunity to 

learn about the Bible and colonial common law” (Hunt, Carper, Lasley, & Raisch, 2010, 

p. 675).  This commitment to educating children served as a landmark in public 

education.  With teaching as a profession not well-defined, many men taught school as 

they studied to become ministers (Parkerson & Parkerson, 2001).  Based upon a 1709 

report of the Record Commissions of the City of Boston, the earliest supervisors of 

teachers were actually known as inspectors.  The following description is from Boston, 

Massachusetts in 1709: 

Be there hereby established a committee of inspector to visit ye school from time to 

time, when and as oft[en] as they shall think fit, to enform [inform] themselves of 

the methods used in teaching of ye schollars [scholars] and to inquire of their 

proficiency, and be present at the performance of some of their exercises, the master 

being before notified of their coming, and with him to consult and advise of further 

methods for ye advancement of learning and the good government of the schoole 

[school]. (Sullivan & Glanz, 2013, p. 8)  

As more schools were created, the need to supervise teachers surfaced within the 

communities.  This responsibility was often assumed by government officials, and the 

focus was on how well teachers performed specific tasks and the physical condition of 

the school (Anderson & Snyder, 1993).  Throughout this era, the role of a principal began 

to formulate.  Alfonso, Firth, and Neville (1981) explain the following transformation:       

No definite date can be established for the emergence of the principalship, but 

evidently, by around 1800 responsibilities began to be centralized to some extent. 

Early reports of school systems contained references to the ‘headmaster, head- 
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teacher or principal teacher.’ These early “principals” represented an 

administration convenience rather than positions of recognized leadership. 

Maintaining of discipline, administration of plant, regulation of classes, 

classification of pupils and establishment of rules and regulations were the 

primary duties of these principals. (p. 24)  

In addition to the religious influence on what was taught, the religious ideals and 

moral character of teachers were controlled as stringently as their work behaviors 

(Anderson & Snyder, 1993).  This earliest form of supervision “…kept teachers under 

strict surveillance and there was little effort beyond the monitoring to enable teachers to 

expand their pedagogical repertoire and increase in professional wisdom” (Anderson & 

Snyder, 1993, p. 5).  This type of stringent oversight was commonplace among early 

supervision models.  According to Olivia and Pawlas, “…early supervisors set strict 

requirements for their teachers and visited classrooms to observe how closely the teachers 

complied with stipulated instruction (2004, p.5).”  This supervisory approach was 

reinforced by a Massachusetts superintendent named Balliet in an 1894 National 

Educational Association Proceedings publication titled, "What Can Be Done to Increase 

the Efficiency of Teachers in Actual Services?"  In order for a school to remain effective, 

Balliet suggested the following three procedures: "First, secure a competent 

superintendent; second, let him 'reform' all the teachers who are incompetent and can be 

'reformed'; and third, bury the dead" (as cited in Pollock & Ford, 2009, p. 13). 

The 20th Century 
 

The practice of supervising teachers continued to evolve in the 20th century.  

Significant changes can be attributed largely to the work of Max Weber and Frederick 
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Taylor.  Weber, an economist and founding figure in the field of sociology, formed 

characteristics of a bureaucratic organization.  The organizational structure was based 

upon a top-down management style with rigid rules and procedures.  Key elements of 

Weber’s management theory include the following:  clearly defied roles with a 

specialization of labor; a well-defined hierarchy of authority; formal rules, regulations, 

and procedures; and rewarding effort (Lutzker, 1982).  Similarly, Frederick Taylor 

authored the Principles of Scientific Management, which consisted of the following four 

principles:   

First. They develop a science for each element of a man's work, which replaces 

the old rule-of-thumb method. 

Second. They scientifically select and then train, teach, and develop the workman, 

whereas in the past he chose his own work and trained himself as best he could. 

Third. They heartily cooperate with the men so as to ensure all of the work being 

done in accordance with the principles of the science which has been developed. 

Fourth. There is an almost equal division of the work and the responsibility 

between the management and the workmen. The management take over all work 

for which they are better fitted than the workmen, while in the past almost all of 

the work and the greater part of the responsibility were thrown upon the men. 

(1919, pp. 36-37) 

As these theories were embraced as business models, the framework was adopted by 

public education.  As a result, the work of Weber and Taylor led to the increased 

development of teacher evaluation systems because supervisors began viewing teaching 

differently.  
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As the process evolved, new models of teacher evaluation began to surface.  For 

example, Goldhammer (1969) and Cogan (1972) pioneered a structure referred to as the 

clinical supervision model.  This process was one of the first models designed as a 

cooperative approach between the teachers and supervisors.  The premise was to utilize 

collaboration to discuss and improve teaching and learning.  According to Eaker (1972), 

both teachers and administrators agreed with the foundation of clinical supervision.  “In 

summary, on the basis of research…one may say with reasonable confidence that 

teachers favor[ed] the clinical supervision approach” (Kysilka, 1978, p. 584).  Madeline 

Hunter (1982) also developed a clinical supervision model, but it was less collaborative 

and more systematic.  For example, Hunter was fixated on seven essential elements of 

classroom instruction.  When implemented in a structured and appropriate manner, 

Hunter believed that student learning would occur at the highest level.  Eventually, 

schools began to adopt different evaluation models, based upon clinical supervision.  

However, according to Danielson and McGreal, these new supervision models 

“…promoted a simplistic, summative orientation toward evaluation…” (2000, p. 14). 

 Political Influence and Transition into the 21st Century 

Politics has influenced education, thereby affecting the process of supervising 

teachers.  The responsibility and function of school administrators, along with schools 

themselves, have undergone significant changes.  Throughout history, the suggested poor 

quality of public schools has been blamed for such events as losing the space race with 

the Soviet Union, interfering with America’s global power, and causing economic and 

social problems (Spring, 2005).  In the 1950’s, schools were blamed for weak national 

defense, which resulted in the 1958 National Defense Education Act (United States, 
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1958).  President Eisenhower wanted to focus school improvement on science, 

mathematics, and language to ensure the future economic and military power of the 

United States.  Additionally, the National Defense Education Act was enacted to help 

Americans compete with the Soviet Union in the science and technology fields.  During 

the 1960s poverty was one of the primary social issues, which led to the Elementary and 

Secondary Education Act in 1965 (United States, 1965).  The act was labeled as President 

Lyndon B. Johnson’s “War on Poverty” (McLaughlin, 1975).  Its purpose was to grant 

equal access to quality education by providing funding for primary and secondary 

education (Jeffrey, 1978).   

In 1973, education was again affected by politics when the national political 

parties elevated education as a major platform in their political agendas.  The full 

inclusion of all students was then mandated under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973 (United States, 1973).  This legislation established rights for individuals with 

disabilities in programs and activities which receive federal funds.  Section 504 states, 

"No otherwise qualified individual with a disability in the United States . . . shall, solely 

by reason of her or his disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the 

benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving 

Federal financial assistance" (U.S. Department of Education, 1999, p. 1).  Additionally, 

the Section 504 regulation “…requires a school district to provide a free appropriate 

public education to each qualified person with a disability who is in the school district's 

jurisdiction, regardless of the nature or severity of the person's disability” (U.S. 

Department of Education, 1999, p. 1).  During the 1980s schools were again accused of 

not preparing students as well as other countries.  This issue reached its peak in 1983 
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when the National Commission on Excellence in Education published its report, A Nation 

at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform, which called for standardized 

achievement tests, high school graduation requirements, and teacher education (United 

States National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983).  These examples 

demonstrate how schools function within the context of political reform.     

Possibly the most significant example of political influence and educational 

reform surfaced at the turn of the 21st century with the signing of the No Child Left 

Behind Act of 2001 (No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2002).  No Child Left Behind was 

“...a landmark in education reform designed to improve student achievement and change 

the culture of America’s schools” (U.S. Department of Education, 2002, p. 1).  Improving 

and strengthening accountability of educational professionals, instructional methods, and 

students’ learning were foundational components of NCLB, created to increase student 

achievement (U.S. Department of Education, 2002).  Through the utilization of state 

assessment systems, designed to academically challenge students and help them meet 

academic state standards, growth in student proficiency could be monitored.  As the 

Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) expectations increased under NCLB, schools needed to 

meet those expectations with results of increasingly more students, including minority 

students and students with special needs, performing at an advanced or proficient level on 

standardized tests.  According to Rod Paige, former United States Secretary of Education, 

“For too long, many of our schools did a good job educating some of our children.  With 

this new law, we’ll make sure we’re providing all of our children with access to a high-

quality education” (U.S. Department of Education, 2002, p, 2).  With the establishment of 

this legislation, academic accountability was demanded of both educators and students.  
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No Child Left Behind was supplanted by President Barack Obama’s signing of the Every 

Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) on December 10, 2015 (ESSA, 2015).  The ESSA 

essentially removed unmanageable, prescriptive requirements of NCLB.  Both NCLB and 

ESSA reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the 

longstanding commitment to equal opportunity for all students.  Additionally, even 

though ESSA replaced NCLB, accountability for educators and students was still 

magnified.         

Accountability and Supervision 

The Origins of Act 82 of 2012 

On February 17, 2009, President Obama signed into law the American Recovery 

and Reinvestment Act (2009).  In part, the legislation was designed to invest in education 

after the Great Recession (Howell, 2015).  Additionally, it was designed to stimulate the 

economy and support job creation.  Approximately $100 billion of the ARRA funds were 

allotted to education, with $4.35 billion allocated for the establishment of Race to the 

Top, a competitive grant to promote educational reform (Howell, 2015).  President 

Obama wanted American students to be able to compete in a global economy by 

emphasizing the placement of effective teachers in classrooms.  According to President 

Obama, “From the moment students enter a school, the most important factor in their 

success is not the color of their skin or the income of their parents, it's the person 

standing at the front of the classroom… America's future depends on its teachers” 

(Montopoli, 2009, p. 5).  Once again in history, the government promoted student 

achievement through the implementation of legislation, and this time, through a 

competitive grant as well.  
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In response to the announcement of the competitive grant, Pennsylvania 

Governor, Ed Rendell, submitted Pennsylvania’s application in 2010 for the RTTT funds.  

Then in 2011, the U.S. Department of Education granted Pennsylvania and six other 

states a share of $200 million in RTTT funds (U.S. Department of Education, 2011).  As 

a stipulation of receiving the grant, Pennsylvania needed to implement educational 

reform measures, designed to increase student achievement.  As a result, the concept of 

educator effectiveness began to surface, which was designed to reform how educators 

would be evaluated.  The goal of educator effectiveness reform was “…to ensure that 

students have an effective teacher in their classrooms and effective leadership in every 

building” (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014, p. 1).  The goal was identified 

because teacher effectiveness is the most significant variable to student learning 

(Aaronson, Barrow, & Sander, 2007; Crum & Sherman, 2008; Dinham, 2005; 

Leithwood, Seashore Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004; Stronge, Ward, & Grant, 

2011).   

 The Pennsylvania Governor signed House Bill 1901, known as Act 82 of 2012, on 

June 30, 2012 (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).  Per Act 82, the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education (PDE) was given the responsibility to develop and implement 

regulations that met the requirements of the legislation.  Coupled with the passing of Act 

82, PDE implemented the Educator Effectiveness System (EES), which included rating 

tools and guidelines for the following three groups:  classroom teaching professionals, 

principals, and non-teaching professionals (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).  For 

classroom teaching professionals, 50% of the evaluation was based upon the classroom 

observation.  The remaining 50% was divided among building level data (15%), teacher 
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specific data (15%), and elective data (20%).  The process was designed to utilize data 

from the observation, building, individual teacher, and an elective to formulate an overall 

evaluation score (see Appendix A).   

 The framework for evaluating school principals was similar to the framework for 

evaluating classroom teaching professionals.  For example, 50% of the evaluation was 

based upon observations and practice ratings provided by the principal’s supervisor.  

Building level data comprised 15%, elective data was 20%, and the remaining 15% was 

based upon correlation data from teacher-level measures.  Finally, the evaluation of non-

teaching professionals, such as school counselors and nurses, was encompassed by two 

categories.  Observation and practice ratings represented 80% of the final evaluation 

while the School Performance Profile (SPP) represented the remaining 20% of the 

evaluation.  The SPP is a numerical rating, used to provide the community with a 

comprehensive overview of the academic performance of all public schools (“School 

Performance Profile,” n.d.).   

Lastly, rather than evaluations being coded solely as satisfactory or unsatisfactory, 

the EES included descriptors of failing, needs improvement, proficient, and distinguished 

(Rules and Regulations, 2013).  The new process called for principals to conduct a pre-

observation conference, the actual observation, and a post-observation conference with 

each teacher.  During the meeting following the observation, principals discuss and 

compare their ratings of the teacher with his/her own self-reflection ratings.  Then, areas 

of strength, opportunities for growth, and next steps are identified.      
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Educator Effectiveness Models for the 21st Century 

The Pennsylvania Department of Education publishes a list of approved practice 

models which school district representatives can adopt to evaluate teachers (Rules and 

Regulations, 2013).  The options comply with the requirements of the Educator 

Effectiveness System (Act 82 of 2012) by assessing the same four domains, outlined in 

the Act.  The Pennsylvania Department of Education approved these practice models 

valid through 2019:  

• Danielson Framework for Teaching, 2007 - ASCD  

• Danielson Framework for Teaching, 2011 - The Danielson Group  

• Danielson Framework for Teaching, 2013 - The Danielson Group  

• Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model - Learning Sciences - Marzano Center 

(“Classroom Teacher Approved Practice Models,” 2014, p. 1) 

Currently, only versions of the Danielson Framework for Teaching and the Marzano 

Teacher Evaluation Model are approved for school districts in Pennsylvania to adopt and 

implement for teacher evaluations.  The Danielson Framework is more widely used 

throughout Pennsylvania because the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model can only be 

used as an alternative to the Danielson Framework if the domain weightings and the 

crosswalk are consistent with what were approved by the PDE in 2014 (“Classroom 

Teacher Approved Practice Models,” 2014).  However, either model is appropriate to use 

and accepted by the state because they both meet the goal for educator effectiveness.  

According to the PDE, a goal of educator effectiveness is to develop “...models that will 

reform the way we evaluate school professionals as well as the critical components of 
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training and professional growth” (“Pennsylvania Department of Education - Educator 

Effectiveness,” n.d., p. 1).   

The Danielson Teacher Effectiveness Evaluation Model 

 “Charlotte Danielson, an internationally recognized expert in teacher 

effectiveness, specializing in the design of teacher evaluation systems, has one of the 

most widely adopted teacher evaluation frameworks used in America’s schools” 

(Saltmarsh, 2015, p. 1).  Danielson advises school districts, State Education Departments, 

national and international organizations, as well as Educational Testing Service (Wilcox, 

1998).  She is the founder of The Danielson Group, an organization which provides 

professional development opportunities to states, districts, and schools (“Danielson 

Group - Services,” n.d.).  The mission of the Danielson Group is “…to advance the 

understanding and application of Charlotte Danielson’s concepts in the educational 

community, connect them to other areas of knowledge, and enhance the professional 

practices of educators to positively impact student learning” (“Danielson Group - 

Mission,” n.d.).  Danielson’s Framework for Teaching has become the most widely used 

definition of teaching in the United States, and her framework has been adopted in more 

than 20 states (“Danielson Group - Charlotte Danielson,” n.d.).   

Danielson’s framework consists of 22 components in the following four Domains:  

 Domain 1: Planning and Preparation,  

 Domain 2: The Classroom Environment,  

 Domain 3: Instruction, and  

 Domain 4:  Professional Responsibilities (Danielson, 1996).   
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There are six components in Domain 1, five components in Domain 2, five components in 

Domain 3, and six components in Domain 4 (see Appendix B for a chart of Danielson’s 

four domains and corresponding components).  “The framework has no gotcha mentality 

behind it—an attribute that is particularly important if it is used for supervision” 

(Danielson, 2007, p. 21).  According to Danielson (2016a), “To stimulate professional 

learning, we need to move beyond teacher evaluation based on numbers, ratings, and 

rankings” (p. 1).  The indicators utilized throughout the framework are research-based 

components of instruction, grounded in a constructivist view of teaching and learning 

(Danielson, 2013).  When using the Danielson Framework for teacher evaluation and 

opportunities for professional learning, Danielson (2009) recommends the following steps: 

offer training on the framework, institute observation procedures, and collect artifacts.  

Additionally, important components of the Danielson’s Framework, are “…(1) teacher 

engagement with the process, (2) teacher reflection and conversation, and (3) trust” 

(Danielson, 2007, p. 181).  Although the framework may be used for many purposes, its 

greatest attributes are realized when it is used as the foundation for professional 

conversations among educators as they strive to enhance their pedagogical skills.  

Detractors of the Danielson Model 

Danielson’s framework has been adopted by thousands of schools nationwide and 

overseas (Teachscape, 2011).  However, concerns exist regarding a positive connection 

between the implementation of new teacher evaluation systems and teachers’ 

performance.  “There is a growing consensus that the way most states and districts across 

the country evaluate teachers fails to improve student learning or teacher practice” 

(Sartain, Stoelinga, & Krone, 2010, p. 1).  Danielson also acknowledged the challenge of 
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teacher efficacy; “…the assurance of great teaching for every student has proved 

exceedingly difficult to capture in either policy or practice” (Danielson, 2016b, p. 1).  

Even with existing concerns, the adoption and implementation of new teacher evaluation 

systems continues to increase.  State Departments of Education, such as the New York 

State Education Department, are adopting the Danielson framework because of its 

consistent approach to helping teachers become better at their jobs (Bennet et al., 2013).  

However, there are still detractors and critics of Danielson’s framework.  According to 

Singer, “…nobody, not the Times, the New York State Education Department, the New 

York City Department of Education, nor the teachers’ union have demonstrated any 

positive correlation between teacher assessments based on the Danielson rubrics, good 

teaching, and the implementation of new higher academic standards for students under 

Common Core.  A case demonstrating the relationship could have been made, if it 

actually exists” (2013, p. 1).  American Federation of Teachers President, Randi 

Weingarten, also acknowledges a concern; “…with rare exceptions, teacher evaluation 

procedures are broken—cursory, perfunctory, superficial, and inconsistent” (Sartain et 

al., 2010, p. 1).  Interestingly, as recent as 2016, Charlotte Danielson even expressed 

concern on how her framework could be used.  Danielson stated that she was “…deeply 

troubled by the transformation of teaching from a complex profession requiring nuanced 

judgment to the performance of certain behaviors that can be ticked off on a checklist” 

(Bryant, 2016, p. 8). 

The Marzano Teacher Effectiveness Evaluation Model 

Robert J. Marzano, PhD, is the co-founder and CEO of Marzano Research 

Laboratory.  He is a speaker, trainer, and author of more than 150 articles and more than 
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30 books (Quinn, 2014).  According to Marzano (2012), “An evaluation system that 

fosters teacher learning will differ from one whose aim is to measure teacher 

competence” (p. 14).  The Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model is based upon the 

collective research and synthesis of his previous books, such as:  What Works in Schools 

(Marzano, 2003), Classroom Instruction That Works (Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 

2001), Classroom Management That Works (Pickering, Marzano, & Marzano, 2003), 

Classroom Assessment and Grading That Work (Marzano, 2006), The Art and Science of 

Teaching (Marzano, 2007), and Effective Supervision: Supporting the Art and Science of 

Teaching (Marzano, Frontier, & Livingston, 2011).  The Marzano Teacher Evaluation 

Model is comprised of the following four domains: Domain 1: Classroom Strategies and 

Behaviors; Domain 2: Planning and Preparing; Domain 3: Reflecting on Teaching; and 

Domain 4: Collegiality and Professionalism (Marzano, 2013).  According to Marzano 

(2012), teacher evaluation systems should be designed to help teachers improve, and 

effective systems need to be comprehensive and specific, include a developmental scale, 

and acknowledge and reward growth (Marzano, 2012).  Based upon a survey of more 

than 3,000 teachers, “…the vast majority of respondents believe that teacher evaluation 

should be used for both measurement and development but that development should be 

the more important purpose” (Marzano, 2012, p. 15).  

Within the four domains of the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model, there are 

sixty elements designed to inform the instructional practices of teachers (see Appendix C 

for a chart of Marzano’s four domains and corresponding element categories).  There are 

forty-one elements in Domain 1, eight elements in Domain 2, five elements in Domain 3, 

and six elements in Domain 4 (“Four Marzano Teacher Evaluation Domains,” n.d.).  
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Domain 1 is based upon classroom strategies and behaviors, and the forty-one elements 

are divided into the following three categories:  segments involving routine events; 

segments addressing content; and segments enacted on the spot.  

Domain 2 is based upon teachers’ planning and preparation, both of which are 

related to the strategies and behaviors in domain 1 (Marzano, 2013).  This occurs because 

when an educator plans and prepares effectively, more time can be dedicated to 

classroom strategies and behaviors.  The eight elements in Domain 2 are divided into the 

following three categories: planning and preparing for lessons and units; planning and 

preparing for use of materials and technology; and planning and preparing for special 

needs of students.  

Domain 3 is based upon self-reflection, which is a metacognitive step in teacher 

development (Marzano, 2013).  Self-reflection, and the process of learning from it, are 

important aspects of a change process.  Self-reflection can promote continuous 

improvement, which also aligns to the concept of having a growth mindset.  According to 

Carol Dweck (2006), a growth mindset is characterized by the belief that people can 

change and grow with the application of experience and effort.  Self-reflection is a crucial 

aspect of the growth process because it is important to learn and grow from past 

experiences.  Support for the importance of Domain 3 can be found in the mission of 

Creighton University’s doctoral program in interdisciplinary leadership to encourage 

continuous and critical self-reflection (“Leadership-Interdisciplinary Ed.D.,” n.d.).  

Furthermore, a learning outcome for the interdisciplinary leadership program is for 

students to apply reflective practices for both professional and personal growth 

(“Leadership-Interdisciplinary Ed.D.,” n.d.).  These elements correspond to Domain 3 in 
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Marzano’s Teacher Evaluation Model.  The five elements in Domain 3 are divided into 

the following two categories:  evaluating personal performance; and developing and 

implementing a professional growth plan. 

Domain 4 is based upon teacher collegiality and professional behavior.  Although 

these behaviors are not directly linked to classroom strategies and behaviors, they 

establish the foundational expertise from which the other domains can thrive (Marzano, 

2013).  The six elements in Domain 4 are divided into the following three categories:  

promoting a positive environment; promoting exchange of ideas and strategies; and 

promoting district and school development. 

Leadership and Organizational Behaviors 

Organizational behavior is based on the knowledge and awareness of the 

individuals, groups, and structures within the organization and the understanding of how 

they affect the performance of the organization (Robbins and Judge, 2016).  Research 

exists to substantiate the importance of leaders’ awareness and familiarity with 

organizational behaviors.  For example, organizational behaviors can impact employees’ 

satisfaction and performance (Robbins and Judge, 2016).  According to research 

conducted by Youssef and Luthans (2007), a positive correlation exists between job 

satisfaction and performance.  The research of Youssef and Luthans (2007) focused on 

the correlation between the development of hope, optimism, and resilience on desired, 

work-related outcomes of employees.  Through this development, it enables “… 

blockages or problems to be perceived as challenges and learning opportunities” (Youssef 

and Luthans, 2007, p. 779).  
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Meta-analysis research conducted by Stajkovic and Luthans (1997) focused on 

determining the effects of organizational behavior modification on task performance.  

Based upon their research, organizational behavior modification, such as reinforcement, 

positively impacts task performance (Stajkovic and Luthans, 1997).  Reinforcement does 

not necessarily need to be in the form of financial compensation.  According to Stajkovic 

and Luthans (1997), even non-financial reinforcement, such as feedback, can positively 

affect the actions of employees.  This type of reinforcement is often referred to as social 

reinforcement and is more influential when initiated by a person who has the authority to 

administer rewards or consequences (Stajkovic and Luthans, 1997).  The leader of an 

organization can provide positive feedback and reinforcement to employees, which 

positively affects task performance (Stajkovic and Luthans, 1997). 

Cotton, Vollrath, Froggatt, Lengnick-Hall, and Jennings (1988) conducted a 

review of empirical studies to demonstrate the effect of employees’ participation in 

decision-making (PDM) on job performance and job satisfaction.  In a similar study, 

Westhuizen, Pacheco, and Webber (2012) explored the impact of organizational culture 

on participation in decision-making (PDM) and job satisfaction.  Based on the results of 

their research, positive correlations were identified in both studies.  According to Cotton 

et al. (1988), the most significant correlation regarding the effects of PDM on job 

performance and job satisfaction occurred in the form of informal participation and 

employee ownership.  For example, even if an organization does not have a formal 

process to involve employees in the decision-making process, PDM may still occur 

informally through the interpersonal relationships that administrators establish with 

employees (Cotton et al., 1988).   
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Similar, positive results regarding a correlation between employees’ ability to 

participate in organizational decision-making and their job satisfaction were identified by 

Westhuizen et al. (2012).  Based upon their research, higher levels of PDM enhance job 

satisfaction (Westhuizen et al., 2012).  Based on these findings, specific implications 

develop for leaders within an organization.  For example, employees have increased job 

performance and job satisfaction with a manager who utilizes a transformational 

leadership style, rather than a transactional leadership style (Dumdum, Lowe, & Avolio, 

2013; Fuller, Patterson, Hester, & Stringer, 1996).  Transformational leaders utilize high 

levels of communication, collaboration, and visibility with their employees, and 

transactional leaders make decisions in isolation (Mohiuddin, 2017).  As a result, 

transformational leaders are more likely to support and encourage employees’ PDM, 

which positively correlates to employees’ job performance and job satisfaction.  

Jo and Shim (2005) examined the effect of managers’ communication with 

employees on building trusting relationships with those employees.  According to their 

research, employees who receive positive communication from their managers are more 

likely to establish a trusting relationship with those managers (Jo & Shim, 2005).  

Interestingly, many organizations solely rely on mass forms of communication, such as 

electronic mail, to communicate with staff members.  However, employees are more 

likely to receive relevant information about their organization by communicating in 

person with the leaders of the organization (Jo & Shim, 2005).   

A lack of communication was explored by Milliken, Morrison, and Hewlin 

(2003), who studied the concept of employees’ silence.  They identified which issues 

employees were hesitant to discuss and why employees choose not to communicate or 
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verbalize concerns to managers or leaders within an organization.  According to their 

qualitative research, it is extremely common for employees to remain silent toward their 

boss about work-related concerns or problems (Milliken et al., 2003).  Based upon their 

cumulative data, Milliken et al. (2003) identified eight categories that represented the 

reasons employees provided for not communicating with their boss about work-related 

concerns or problems.  Most of the categories involve some type of fear, such as a fear of 

futility, fear of being labeled or viewed negatively, or the fear of damaging a relationship 

(Milliken et al., 2003).   

Leadership is about influence and building positive relationships (Burke, 2014), 

not about instilling fear in employees.  Transformational leaders motivate their followers 

to exceed expectations by developing a foundation of trust (Gillespie & Mann, 2004).  

Leaders can significantly and positively affect an organization (Burke, 2014).  According 

to Bass (1990), leaders who utilize a transformational approach elicit significantly higher 

effort from employees.  Bass (1990) studied the effects of transformational and 

transactional leadership on employees’ effort.  Bass (1990) used the data to identify four-

star leaders and one-star leaders.  Four-star leaders ranked in the top twenty-five percent, 

and one-star leaders ranked in the bottom twenty-five percent (Bass, 1990).  Based upon 

the data, employees’ effort was significantly higher for employees who worked for a 

four-star transformational leader compared to employees who worked for a four-star 

transactional leader (Bass, 1990).  Bass (1999) continues to boast about the effectiveness 

of a transformational leadership style across diverse environments, including education.  

Transformational leaders inspire, intellectually stimulate, and are individually considerate 
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of employees (Bass, 1999).  These leaders strive to align the interests of the organization 

and its members (Bass, 1999).  

Tools and Frameworks Utilized by School Districts 

PA-ETEP 

Pennsylvania’s Electronic Teacher Evaluation Portal (PA-ETEP) is a product of 

EduLink, Inc., a software company founded by Dr. Reed Hankinson and Dr. David 

Myers (“EduLink - About Us,” n.d.).  The founders met while teaching together within 

the same school district in southwestern Pennsylvania.  They began their doctoral 

program together in 1997 and incorporated EduLink the following year; they both 

eventually left public education to focus on the growth of their company (“EduLink - 

About Us,” n.d.). 

PA-ETEP is now the most widely used tool in Pennsylvania for managing the 

PDE’s regulations surrounding the EES.  It is currently being utilized by more than 400 

school districts and 90,000 educators across the state (“PA-ETEP - Our Districts,” n.d.).  

The on-line tool is specifically designed to correspond with the four components of the 

EES (see Appendix B for a chart of Danielson’s four domains and corresponding 

components).  In addition to formal observations, PA-ETEP also includes components 

and templates for the following:  differentiated supervision, student learning objectives 

(SLOs), non-teaching professional employees (NTPE), walk-throughs, and summative 

rating forms (“Pennsylvania's Electronic Teacher Evaluation Portal,” n.d.). 

Understanding by Design 

Understanding by Design (UbD) is a framework created by Grant 

Wiggins and Jay McTighe, which is based upon a backward planning process and 
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structure to guide curriculum, assessment, and instruction (Wiggins & McTighe, 2008).  

The three primary stages of the design include identifying desired results, determining 

assessment evidence, and planning learning experiences and instruction (Wiggins & 

McTighe, 2011).  With the UbD framework, educators begin the first stage by identifying 

desired results.  Being aware of what students should know, understand, and be able to do 

is the initial step of the process.  Then, educators determine the acceptable evidence 

needed to confirm students have achieved the enduring understandings.  According to 

Wiggins and McTighe (1998), students reveal their understanding when they engage in 

the following six facets of understanding: explain, interpret, apply, have perspective, 

empathize, and have self-knowledge.  Finally, educators plan learning experiences and 

instruction to equip students with the knowledge and understanding of the desired results.  

Learning activities are planned to meet the learning goals which were previously 

identified in the first stage of the UbD framework.     

Differentiated Supervision 

In addition to utilizing formal observations as a component of the EES 

framework, the PDE also recognizes and accepts the use of differentiated supervision 

plans.  Its use recognizes the level of experience, effectiveness, and professionalism of 

teachers as well as the intensity and time commitment to formal observation.  With the 

implementation of a differentiated supervision plan, teachers develop an action plan for 

professional development unique to their needs and interests.  However, although 

recognized by the PDE, the actual incorporation of differentiated supervision into a 

school district’s supervision plan is a local decision (“Pennsylvania Department of 

Education - Educator Effectiveness System - Differentiated Supervision,” 2013).  
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Examples of differentiated supervision models include plans related to peer coaching, 

self-directed action research, and portfolios.   

Since the use of differentiated supervision as part of the EES framework is a local 

decision, individual school districts often identify parameters and cycles for its use.  For 

example, criteria and eligibility requirements such as being a tenured, professional 

employee with at least three years of formal observations could be a stipulation of 

implementation.  Similarly, the use of a differentiated supervision plan could be 

suspended for any employee on a performance improvement plan.  It is common practice 

for school districts to utilize a three-year cycle with these plans, where a teacher has the 

ability to propose a differentiated supervision option for two out of three years, one of 

which would need to include formal observations.  Similar to traditional observations 

within the EES framework, PA-ETEP also provides a template for school districts which 

utilize differentiated supervision as an option for its teachers.  It includes an evaluation 

rubric for a formalized rating across all four domains (“PA-ETEP - Differentiated 

Observations,” n.d.). 

Summary 

Supervision provides school principals with an opportunity and responsibility to 

develop and improve the skillset of teachers (Sergiovanni & Starrat, 2002).  The 

obligation is critical because teacher effectiveness is the most significant variable to 

student learning (Aaronson, Barrow, & Sander, 2007; Crum & Sherman, 2008; Dinham, 

2005; Leithwood, Seashore Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004; Stronge, Ward, & 

Grant, 2011).  Although current policies and practices are in place for principals to 

improve teachers’ pedagogy, the concept was foreign when the notion of teacher 
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supervision originated.  What began as oversight to ensure that school children could read 

the Bible transitioned to government officials inspecting the conditions of the facilities 

and determining how well teachers performed tasks.  Eventually, a top-down structure of 

surveillance formed, but it evolved into a more cooperative approach between teachers 

and supervisors.  Then, based upon political influence and educational comparisons with 

other countries, educational accountability in K-12 schools significantly increased.  As a 

result, the formation of policies and supervision models began to surface, such as 

Pennsylvania’s Act 82 of 2012.  This legislation was the foundation of the Educator 

Effectiveness System, and school districts meet the requirements of the EES when they 

implement either Danielson’s Teacher Effectiveness Model or Marzano’s Teacher 

Effectiveness Model.  As educational accountability and school reform efforts continue to 

grow, teacher supervision will remain as a significant priority and method to address the 

transformation (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 2003).   
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CHAPTER THREE: PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to determine how elementary school 

principals have implemented the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s Educator 

Effectiveness System (Act 82 of 2012) and to explore their views on its effect on 

teachers’ instructional growth.  Interviews were the primary form of data collection for 

this qualitative, phenomenological study.  However, as part of the interview process, the 

researcher had participants share and discuss specific forms or templates they use when 

evaluating teachers with the EES.  Participants for the study were 20 elementary school 

principals from suburban school districts in southwestern Pennsylvania.  The interview 

sessions with all participants were audio recorded and transcribed.   

The EES was designed to reform how educators would be evaluated.  Ensuring 

that all students had effective teachers in their classrooms was a primary goal of educator 

effectiveness reform (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  Because a positive 

correlation exists between highly effective teachers and students’ achievement, having 

effective teachers in all classrooms is important for school principals and organizational 

leaders (Blair, 2000; Darling-Hammond, 2000; Hanushek, 1971).  If the implementation 

of the requirements of Act 82 has not resulted in teachers’ instructional growth, then 

school district representatives should explore additional methods to supervise teachers 

and improve their instructional and pedagogical skills.  As a result, it was crucial for 

educational leaders to understand if the goal of the EES was being accomplished. 
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Research Question 

The research question guiding this study was derived from the existing framework 

within the instructional domain of the PDE’s EES.  The following research question 

guided this qualitative, phenomenological study: 

Research question #1:  

How have suburban elementary school principals from southwestern Pennsylvania 

implemented the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s Educator Effectiveness 

System, and has its implementation affected teachers’ instructional growth?   

Research Design 

The researcher conducted a qualitative, phenomenological study for the research 

design.  According to Creswell (2013a), a phenomenological study is based upon the 

lived experiences of several individuals who experienced the same phenomenon.  Based 

upon the purpose of the study, the common experience was principals’ implementation of 

the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s EES.  According to Moustakas (1994), the 

description would be based upon what and how the participants experienced the 

phenomenon.  The phenomenological approach was employed by studying a 

heterogeneous group of principals whose numbers could vary in size (Creswell, 2013a).  

Interviews were conducted to build a sufficient dataset, and themes and sub-themes were 

identified.   

According to Stainback and Stainback (1988, p. 4), “Qualitative research differs 

from quantitative research in its theoretical / philosophical rational.”  This study was 

based upon a qualitative methodology because the researcher was interested in assessing 

participants’ experiences from their perspective (Roberts, 2010).  The researcher 
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accomplished this by conducting in-depth interviews with 20 elementary school 

principals from suburban school districts in southwestern Pennsylvania.  With this type of 

research methodology, “…the data are words that describe people’s knowledge, opinions, 

perceptions, and feelings as well as detailed descriptions of people’s actions, behaviors, 

activities, and interpersonal interactions” (Roberts, 2010, p. 143).  A qualitative, 

phenomenological approach corresponded with the purpose of the study because it was 

based upon participants’ perceptions. 

Participants/Data Sources and Recruitment 

Participants for this qualitative, phenomenological study were elementary school 

principals from suburban school districts in southwestern Pennsylvania.  In an effort to 

obtain approximately 20 hours of interview data, the researcher conducted interviews 

with 20 principals.  There are 87 school districts in southwestern Pennsylvania 

(“Pennsylvania' School Districts and Intermediate Units,” 2015).  However, since the 

population for the study was based upon suburban school districts, the number of 

applicable districts was reduced to approximately 40.  Given that the researcher has been 

an educator and school administrator in the region for nearly two decades, quality 

relationships with fellow principals and central office administrators in several 

surrounding school districts existed and were utilized.  Therefore, the researcher utilized 

a purposeful, convenience sample based upon existing relationships with current 

superintendents and administrators in the region.  The researcher utilized electronic mail 

as an initial form of correspondence, and follow-up phone calls were used as needed.  

Regarding specific permissions to access the desired sample, the researcher obtained the 

approval of the respective superintendents (or assistant superintendents) who supervised 
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the principals who participated in the study.  Additionally, the researcher retained copies 

of the formal participant invitations, informed consent letters, and permissions letters.   

Data Collection Tools 

Face-to-face interviews were scheduled at a convenient time and location for each 

participant; interviews were scheduled to last approximately 60 minutes.  Also, for the 

convenience of participants, the researcher offered to conduct the interviews at the 

participating principals’ schools or at an alternate, nearby location.  Interviews were 

conducted in a quiet and comfortable setting where background noise and interruptions 

were unlikely to occur.  Utilizing the interview protocol, the researcher conducted and 

recorded all participant interviews (see Appendix D for the interview protocol).  

According to Morse and Field (1989), a common issue during an interview may include 

the temptation of the interviewer to counsel or lead the interviewee’s answers.  The 

researcher addressed this issue by keeping a consistent and structured approach for all 

interviews.  Since the interviews were being used to obtain data as part of a qualitative 

study design, the researcher applied the best-practice of utilizing a standardized, open-

ended format (Turner, 2010).  Opportunities still existed for the interviewer to ask 

follow-up or probing questions to elicit more information, but the actual questions and 

structure of the interviews remained the same. 

The interview protocol consisted of open-ended questions developed by the 

researcher.  At the time of this study, no existing protocol was identified to meet the 

needs of the study.  The questions created by the researcher were specifically constructed 

to elicit perceptions of elementary school principals.  The analysis of participants’ 
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responses was used to create a set of recommendations about the perceived effectiveness 

of implementing the EES for school principals and educational leaders. 

Data Collection Procedures 

Interviews were the primary form of data collection for this qualitative, 

phenomenological study.  The sessions were audio recorded, and the interviews were 

transcribed.  The researcher anticipated taking approximately eight to twelve weeks to 

conduct the interviews and transcribe the recordings.  The researcher utilized data 

verification procedures to ensure the quality and trustworthiness of the data.  Creswell 

(2013b) identifies eight frequent strategies regarding qualitative validity with clarification 

representing one of the strategies implemented by the researcher.  Clarification provides 

an opportunity to clarify any bias which the researcher may bring to a study (Creswell, 

2013b).  A second verification procedure applied by the researcher was peer debriefing.  

During this process, a peer reviewed the study and asked questions to ensure that it 

resonated with other readers of the study (Creswell, 2013b).  Finally, a third validity 

strategy the researcher employed was the involvement of an external auditor.  Separate 

from a peer reviewer, an external auditor asks specific questions regarding numerous 

aspects of the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).       

In order to collect the qualitative data from the sample participants, a semi-

structured interview protocol was designed and developed.  Elementary school principals 

were selected as the sample participants, and each person participated in an individual 

interview consisting of thirteen questions.  There were 20 principals who participated in 

the qualitative study, and interviews were recorded, transcribed, and organized for the 

purpose of identification of themes and analysis.  The 20 participants were from 7 
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different school districts in the suburbs of southwestern Pennsylvania.  A purposeful 

sampling technique was used to obtain 3 participants from district number 1, 2 

participants from district number 2, 4 participants from district number 3, 4 participants 

from district number 4, 3 participants from district number 5, 3 participants from district 

number 6, and 1 participant from district number 7.  Participants were given code names 

for the purpose of coding their responses and narrating their statements within the 

analysis.  This process also ensured the confidentiality of participants of the study.  

Demographic information of the participants included their gender and number of years 

serving as a school principal (see Table 1).   

Participants 
Classification 

Code 
Gender 

Years as a 
School 

Principal 
1 D1P1 MALE 15 
2 D1P2 MALE 12 
3 D1P3 MALE 16 
4 D2P1 FEMALE 11 
5 D2P2 MALE 4 
6 D3P1 FEMALE 14 
7 D3P2 MALE 5 
8 D3P3 FEMALE 2 
9 D3P4 FEMALE 12 
10 D4P1 MALE 5 
11 D4P2 FEMALE 5 
12 D4P3 MALE 7 
13 D4P4 MALE 4 
14 D5P1 FEMALE 8 
15 D5P2 MALE 7 
16 D5P3 FEMALE 8 
17 D6P1 FEMALE 3 
18 D6P2 FEMALE 5 
19 D6P3 FEMALE 16 
20 D7P1 MALE 10 

 
Table 1. Demographical Details of Each Participant.    
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The semi-structured interview protocol was comprised of thirteen questions 

related to the research aim and research question of the study.  The questions developed 

for the semi-structured interview protocol were focused on the perceptions of the school 

principals regarding the implementation of EES and exploring the effects of its 

implementation on the instructional growth of teachers.  The objectives and research 

questions had the appropriate representation in the interview because the only research 

instrument used in this phenomenological study was the semi-structured interview.  All 

the data collected for the purpose of analysis and derivation of results for this study 

depended upon the content of the interview protocol and its relevance to the overall 

objective and research question of the study.  

Data Analysis Plan 

After the completion of all interviews, the researcher had the audio recordings 

transcribed by a service provider.  Then, the researcher utilized a qualitative coding 

software (NVivo) as a tool to code the data and identify categories and themes.  The 

themes were not pre-determined; they were originated based upon an analysis of the 

participants’ responses.  The researcher transitioned from open coding to axial coding.  

Then, the researcher analyzed the transcripts again and selectively coded any data related 

to the emerging core concepts.  The researcher visually organized the data on charts, 

which were labeled with categories, themes, and sub-themes.  Additionally, the data was 

also presented and described in narrative form.  After the findings were interpreted, the 

researcher created a set of recommendations about the perceived effectiveness of 

implementing the EES for school principals and educational leaders.  In addition to 
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identifying limitations of the study, the researcher concluded by recognizing 

opportunities for future research.   

Rationale for Using NVivo 12 Software 

For the purpose of accuracy, the recorded interviews were transcribed into a 

single document, and the information was then used to identify essential themes which 

emerged from the data.  The themes identified in the data included information related to 

implementation of the EES, procedures used in the implementation process, evaluation of 

the teachers through the EES, success of the EES’s implementation, and effect of the 

EES’s implementation on the instructional growth of teachers.  A manual approach was 

used for the assessment of the narrative data.  This method of interpreting the data was 

selected in order to support the identification of specific information from the narrative 

data that related directly to the participant's (principals) concepts and their perceptions of 

the PDE’s EES, its uses, its successful implementation, and its relationship with the 

instructional growth of teachers. 

This approach was achieved through the use of the NVivo 12 software system. 

NVivo is a computer software package used for qualitative data analysis (QDA).  The 

NVivo software was developed by Tim Richards in 1999 and is produced by QSR 

International (“QSR International,” n.d.).  NVivo is designed to assist qualitative 

researchers in rich text-based and/or multimedia information, in which deep and detailed 

levels of analysis are required on small or large volumes of data.  NVivo gained 

worldwide popularity in qualitative research due to its functionality and flexibility. 

Initially, NVivo helps the users in organizing and analyzing non-numerical or 

unstructured data.  The software assists the users in classifying, sorting, and arranging the 
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information.  It also helps in examining the relationships in the data and combines the 

analysis with linking, shaping, searching, and modeling.  By utilizing this software, 

researchers or analysts can test theories, identify trends, and cross-examine information 

in multiple ways.  Observations are made in the software, which are then used to generate 

support for the analysis and findings.  Additionally, NVivo facilitates a wide range of 

research methods including network and organizational analysis, action or evidence-

based research, discourse analysis, grounded theory, conversation analysis, ethnography, 

literature review, phenomenology, mixed method research, and the framework 

methodology (Zamawe, 2015).  Finally, NVivo supports data formats such as audio files, 

videos, digital photos, Word, PDF, spreadsheets, rich text, plain text, and the web and 

social media data.  The software was used to code the transcribed data through the use of 

the software's pattern-based auto coding system.   

Rationale for Using Content Analysis Technique 

Content analysis technique has been applied to the coded data of NVivo 12, which 

was collected from the participants of the qualitative study.  Content analysis is defined 

as a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their 

context (Krippendorff, 2004).  Content analysis is a broad term because the process can 

be utilized with a variety of research approaches; it is a method of studying and analyzing 

text in a systematic, objective, and qualitative manner (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000).  

According to Holsti (1969), content analysis can be described as "any technique for 

making inferences by objectively and systematically identifying specified characteristics 

of messages" (p. 14). 
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The content analysis method aids the researcher in identifying the properties of 

large amounts of textual information in a systematic manner; these properties include 

frequencies of most used keywords through the location of important structures in the 

content of the communication.  The method framework represents a systematic and 

objective means of describing and quantifying communication (Downe-Wamboldt, 1992; 

Schreier, 2012).  The basic assumption behind the content analysis method is a reflection 

of importance through the words.  It is assumed that the important matters and concerns 

of a communication, regardless of whether it appears in text or is stated verbally, are 

reflected through the most frequently used words and phrases in the communication 

process (Dicle & Dicle, 2017).  Qualitative content analysis is an appropriate method for 

interpreting data (Schreier, 2012).  The information is condensed into concepts, 

describing the research phenomenon (Cavanagh, 1997; Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005).    

Ethical Considerations 

Researchers can limit ethical concerns during data collecting by using 

pseudonyms and withholding or changing information regarding participants’ race, age, 

or gender (Babbie, 2014).  Another concern with phenomenology is bracketing, which is 

when the researcher incorporates personal experiences with the phenomenon (Creswell, 

2013a).  The researcher addressed this concern by aiming to remain neutral and focused 

only on the experiences of the identified participants.  Another area of concern with 

qualitative research is confidentiality and anonymity; researchers can strive to ensure 

confidentiality, but cannot guarantee participants’ anonymity.  Since the researcher was 

the person who conducted the interviews, he was aware of participants’ identities.  As a 
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result, the participants were not anonymous.  However, when data is reported, researchers 

need to safeguard against outsiders identifying individual participants while reading the 

research study.  The researcher addressed this concern by removing identifying 

information such as the participant’s name, associated elementary school, and school 

district.  Regarding bias, ethical concerns based upon the level of subjectivity involved 

with qualitative research may be present.  For example, researcher bias could exist when 

a researcher sees what he/she is looking to see.  The researcher managed this concern by 

being aware of his own values and preferences and by following strict guidelines to 

collect and analyze data (Babbie, 2014).  Finally, the researcher used a peer reviewer and 

external auditor.    

Summary 

The EES was implemented to reform how educators would be evaluated and 

ensure the presence of effective educators in all classrooms (Pennsylvania Department of 

Education, 2014).  The researcher studied how suburban elementary school principals 

from southwestern Pennsylvania implemented the PDE’s EES and determined if its 

implementation affected teachers’ instructional growth.  The researcher utilized a 

qualitative, phenomenological study design.  The researcher conducted face-to-face 

interviews with 20 elementary school principals.  The sessions were audio recorded, and 

the interviews were transcribed.  Then, the researcher analyzed the data by transitioning 

from open coding to axial coding.  Next, the researcher read the transcripts again and 

selectively coded any data related to the emerging core concepts.  The data was visually 

organized on charts and described in narrative form.  Additionally, the researcher created 

a set of recommendations regarding the perceived effectiveness of the EES.  The 
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researcher removed all identifying information, such as participants’ names, elementary 

school, and school district.  In addition to identifying limitations of the study, the 

researcher concluded by recognizing opportunities for future research.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 

 

Introduction and Background 

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals have implemented the PDE’s EES (Act 82 of 2012) and to explore 

their views on its effect on teachers’ instructional growth.  The guiding research question 

for this study was derived from the existing framework within the instructional domain of 

the PDE’s EES.  The following research question guided this qualitative, 

phenomenological study: 

Research question #1:  

How have suburban elementary school principals from southwestern Pennsylvania 

implemented the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s Educator Effectiveness 

System, and has its implementation affected teachers’ instructional growth?   

The research context and methodology for the study was identified in previous 

chapters.  However, validation of the research is required to ensure the credibility of the 
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results and findings.  For this purpose, the interview transcripts were coded and analyzed 

to identify and categorize the findings.  In this chapter the findings for the qualitative 

analysis are presented.  This qualitative, phenomenological study had the basic aim to 

determine how elementary school principals have implemented the PDE’s EES (Act 82 

of 2012) and also to explore their views regarding the effect of the EES on the 

instructional growth of teachers.  If the implementation of the requirements of Act 82 are 

not resulting in teachers’ instructional growth, then school district representatives should 

explore additional methods to evaluate teachers and improve their instructional and 

pedagogical skills.   

To achieve the aim of the study, research questions were identified to correspond 

to the basic aim of the study.  The researcher used a qualitative approach in which the 

data was collected through the research instrument of semi-structured interviews.  The 

interview protocol was designed and developed to assess the unbiased views and opinions 

of principals regarding the implementation of the EES in suburban elementary schools in 

southwestern Pennsylvania.  For the purpose of the analysis of the interview transcripts, a 

qualitative content analysis technique was used, which was supported by the NVivo 12 

software system. 

Data Collection and Coding Process 

Qualitative data collected through the semi-structured interviews was organized, 

coded, and assigned as per the pre-defined content area or section for the purpose of 

analysis.  These content areas were termed as the sections, and the analysis was done to 

draw the findings under the umbrella of these sections.  These sections were derived from 

the research questions of the study, and the research questions of the study were the 
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representation of the aim of the study.  In order to align these sections with the research 

question and aim of the study, and also for the convenient understanding of this 

relationship between aim and the research question, these sections were referenced during 

the NVivo analysis and interpreted for results and findings.  The pre-defined sections for 

the purpose of analysis included the following:   

Section 01: Implementation of the PDE’s EES  

Section 02: Effects of the EES Implementation on Instructional Growth of Teachers 

Themes and Sub-Themes 

The data grouped thematically from the transcribed interviews have been 

provided in both narrative and table format, integrating some quotations from participants 

to demonstrate specific themes and concepts.  The data provided has been discussed in 

conjunction with the current literature, and there is descriptive data provided about the 

implementation and effectiveness of the EES.  To achieve this type of assessment of 

descriptive data, including thematically grouped interview data and content analysis of 

the communication, the phenomenological study analysis has utilized a pattern-matching 

logic (Trochim & Donnelly, 2008).  This was based on the initial identification of major 

components such as factors or interpretations influencing the effective implementation of 

the EES, and the patterns of information from the different elementary school principals 

who participated in the study.   

Two different sections were derived as per the research question of the study. Each 

section had a different number of themes and sub-themes.  All of these themes were 

identified by aligning the semi-structured interview questions with the research question 

of the study.  The semi-structured interview protocol was developed to represent the 
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thematic content analysis for the interpretation of results and findings by NVivo analysis.  

The questions developed within the semi-structured interview protocol were addressing 

themes for the analysis of the study.  Responses of the participants under each theme gave 

birth to the emerging sub-themes, which were the views and perceptions of participants as 

per their understanding and knowledge.  While coding the responses of the participants, 

different sub-themes emerged under each theme, which was a part of some specific section 

of the analysis.  Additionally, the sub-themes were derived from the specific questions and 

answers within the semi-structured interview protocol.  The most related sub-themes were 

classified under the relevant theme of the specific section.  After coding the responses of 

the participants manually, the data was input into the NVivo 12 software through which 

different analysis queries and tests were applied to assess and evaluate the relevancy, 

reliability, and transparency of the coding, as well as content analysis. 

As per the discussed coding procedure and organization of data, the following 

themes and sub-themes are identified within the two sections of the analysis.  

Section 01: Implementation of the PDE’s EES 

 Theme 01: EES Implementation Process  

1.1 - Interpretation of the implementation process 

1.2 - Use of evaluation tools 

1.3 - Observation procedure 

1.4 - Correspondence prior to a formal observation 

1.5 - Expected instructional strategies 

1.6 - Use of the Rubric within the EES 

1.7 - Post-observation conference 
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Section 02: Using the Results of the Evaluation and Exploring its Effect 

 Theme 02: EES Evaluation  

2.1 - Observation summary - identification of strengths and growth 

opportunities 

2.2 - Follow-up procedures for recommendations and monitoring 

2.3 - Suggested modifications in the EES’s implementation 

 Theme 03: Effect of the EES   

3.1 - Improvement in teachers’ effectiveness 

3.2 - Relationship between the EES and teachers’ instructional growth 

Analytical Findings 

Section 01: Implementation of the PDE’s EES  

This section addresses the perceptions of participants in respect to their 

interpretation for the EES implementation, what type of evaluation tools are being used, 

the observation procedure followed by the participants, their expectations from the 

teachers in respect to the instructional strategies, meeting with the teachers before the 

formal observation for briefing, as well as the post-observation conference meeting to 

communicate the evaluation results.  Figure 1 visually represents the theme and sub-

themes of this section.    
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Figure 1. Theme and Sub-Themes – Section 01.    
 
1. Theme 01: The Implementation Process of the Educator Effectiveness System 

Participants of the qualitative study were questioned about the basic information 

regarding the implementation of the EES in their suburban elementary schools in 

southwestern Pennsylvania.  As per the aim of the study, it was important to examine the 

views and perceptions of the principals regarding the implementation of the EES.  

Questions within the semi-structured interview protocol were designed to inquire about 

some basic procedural information regarding the implementation of EES, and this 

procedural information is mainly related to the overall process of the EES’s 

implementation, observational procedures, evaluation tools, and evaluation criteria.  

Participants’ views are summarized by the over-arching comments of D4P4: 

I interpret the process for implementation as one that requires an overarching goal 

in mind. And the goal in the Educator Effectiveness Model is for school personnel 

to work together to improve student achievement and growth.  So, that’s my 

overall idea that I keep in my head.  And to that end, principals train themselves 
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to be more effective teacher-leaders through the lens of observation, evaluation, 

programming decisions that piggyback off of those things.  And then, teachers are 

also aware of the process as well, not only in terms of responding to and being a 

part of that aforementioned evaluation process, but in creating their own student 

learning objectives and promoting the growth and achievement based on overall 

data that suggests where need lay.  

1.1 Interpretation of Implementation Process 

Each principal’s interpretation of how to implement the EES may differ in 

conceptualization or actual practice.  Therefore, it is important to access the perceptions 

and opinions of the elementary school principals regarding what they interpret about the 

process of the EES’s implementation.  A process of implementation is normally 

recommended on the basis of a pre-conference observation and post-conference 

observation.  These recommendations are the basis of the supervision model.  Steps are 

outlined in the System and software resources, which are comprised of the pre-

observation conference, observation procedure, rubric evaluation, post-observation 

conference, and provision of summary focused on the strengths and the opportunities for 

growth.  The majority of the participants highlighted the steps of the EES’s 

implementation, which are summarized by D4P1: 

I think it depends on the formal observation process.  If it’s an announced 

observation then we go through the steps of the observation - the pre-

conferencing, talking about some of the questions, obviously, the observation. We 

do a post-conference where then we discuss the ratings and then ultimately the 
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observation summary form.  If it’s an unannounced observation, then we 

eliminate the pre-conferencing with the teachers.  

Participants have identified steps for the implementation of the EES.  Some of the 

participants verbalized five steps, while other participants interpreted a four step 

implementation process.  In the five steps process, the first step could be scheduling a 

meeting with the teacher to identify dates for the pre-conference, observation, and post-

conference.  Teachers’ instruction and environment are observed during the observation, 

and those categories are rated within Domain 1 and Domain 2 of the rubric.  In the last 

step, a post-conference is held, and the principal and teacher discuss the rubric 

evaluations for all four Domains of the rubric.  The four steps process was verbalized by 

D1P2: 

I see the process as four steps.  Step one being a pre-conference to meet with the 

teacher to review the lesson and the goals and the “look fors.”  Step two would be 

the observation – going in the classroom and gathering the evidence.  Step three – 

a post-conference to review with the teacher the lesson overview, the steps taken, 

the strategies, and assessment of the lesson.  And step four – conducting the walk-

throughs as a follow-up to the post-conference. 

One of the participants explained the school district’s utilization of an evaluation 

cycle which includes differentiated supervision.  That particular district operated on a 

four-year cycle, which included three years of differentiated supervision and one year of 

a formal observation.  Examples of differentiated supervision models include plans 

related to peer coaching, self-directed action research, and portfolios because one type of 

differentiated model is unlikely to benefit and appeal to all staff members (Duke, Tucker, 
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Salmonowicz, & Levy, 2006).  With differentiated supervision, teachers develop an 

action plan for professional development unique to their needs and interests.  The 

utilization of differentiated supervision into a school district’s supervision plan is a local 

decision (“Pennsylvania Department of Education - Educator Effectiveness System - 

Differentiated Supervision,” 2013).  A participant also shared that a pre-conference 

meeting agenda can be affected by the tenure of the teachers.  According to one of the 

participants, the senior teachers are given more opportunity for their input as compared to 

the less experienced teachers, where two formal observations are conducted in an 

academic year, along with the walk-through observations.  Regarding the framework of 

the process, principals can visualize the EES in the form of pie charts within Act 82 (see 

Figure 2).   

Figure 2. Percentage Allocation for Evaluations.    
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These pie charts may reflect different percentages as per the needs and 

requirements of various employees.  Those districts which used the differentiated 

supervision model may conduct the observation procedures differently, but the 

participants assured all data still complies with the guidelines outlined in Act 82.  For a 

formal observation, the administrator issues a pre-observation questionnaire and a post-

observation questionnaire to align with requirements (see Appendices E and F for the 

Questionnaires).  Some of the participants provided information about how the EES was 

implemented manually before the adoption of software tools, and they still follow some 

of its manual procedures with the support of software; D3P1 elaborated: 

We are still implementing those steps with the pre-conference, questionnaire, and 

then we meet to go over those questions to get more clarity on their responses to 

find out more about the lesson because I feel if - especially if it’s a subject area 

I’m not comfortable with or haven’t been trained in - I want to have as much pre-

knowledge about the lesson that I’m going to observe as possible. 

The implementation process necessitates collaboration between the principal and 

teacher in terms of discussing a date and time for the observation, knowledge of students, 

instructional outcomes, and resources.  Furthermore, it also provides an opportunity for 

the principal and teacher to have a more in-depth conversation about teaching and 

learning.  For example, according to D5P1, “This process allows us to provide 

suggestions, offer constructive criticism, meaningful discussion pertaining to lesson 

differentiation, diverse groups, [and] encourage teachers to think at a higher level and in a 

more diverse manner…” 
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  Collaboration to develop Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) is also significant 

in understanding and implementing the EES.  Participants spoke about the collaboration 

between a principal and the teacher to identify specific objectives.  According to D2P2, 

“I’ll base a lot of what I’m looking for on past history.  So, for example, if we’ve (the 

principal and teacher) met about a particular area of necessary growth, that’s the first 

thing that I’ll look for, and I will communicate that prior to [the observation].”  A similar 

approach was verbalized by D4P2, “I look at all areas that we’ve discussed to date to see 

if they were able to implement those or focus on those areas with fidelity.” Through a 

conscious unified effort, an appropriate SLO can be created. 

In some districts, the EES is implemented on the basis of local decisions, which 

may include a differentiated supervision model, an observation cycle, and a SLO 

according to the criteria set by the district.  In this regard, teachers in some districts who 

are no longer considered temporary, professional employees have the opportunity to use a 

differentiated supervision model, which is a two-year cycle or more as an observation 

cycle.  Participant D5P1 interpreted the implementation process in terms of input 

provided by the principals and teachers for the successful implementation and effective 

instructional growth of teachers: 

This process allows us to provide suggestions, offer constructive criticism, 

meaningful discussion pertaining to lesson differentiation, diverse groups, 

encourage teachers to think at a higher level and in a more diverse manner 

without causing a rift, if you will, between administration and staff year to year. 

The analysis of the responses has indicated a significant amount of time has been spent 

on the understanding and implementation of the EES.  Staff has been trained in all 
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domains, and meetings were scheduled to support effective implementation.  One of the 

participants indicated that half-hour meetings with principals and teachers were 

scheduled each month to examine the areas from the specific domains that would be 

emphasized during the walk-through observations.  Principals also provided teachers with 

literature related to the EES implementation and its domains to keep them aligned with 

the objectives of the System and to minimize future confusion between principals and 

teachers.  

One of the participants provided two options regarding the interpretation of the 

EES implementation process.  These options are differentiated tracks in which projects 

are done in accordance with the SLOs to assess and evaluate the teachers.  The second 

option is a formal observation track along with the SLOs in which formal observations 

are done once or twice in a year.  According to participant D3P2, the implementation of 

the EES is a clear, procedural process:   

The process pretty much is just following those avenues, meeting those 

benchmarks.  It’s a pretty straightforward process.  You know, you have the pre-

observation, and then the actual observation, then the post-conference.  So, that 

process or the way to implement it is pretty straightforward. 

The implementation process follows the standards and benchmarks regardless of which 

option is utilized. 

The process of meeting and sharing the EES with the teachers is another aspect 

highlighted by participants, which focuses on feedback from the teachers regarding the 

implementation. While sharing the model, teachers provide their impressions and inputs 

about the domains and corresponding components.  Those suggestions and inputs can be 
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helpful in making the implementation of the EES successful.  Furthermore, necessary 

adjustments and modifications can also be made in the EES as per the suggestions and 

recommendations of teachers.  Teachers use a rubric and complete a self-evaluation 

which is compared with the principal’s evaluation; any differences in the ratings are 

communicated accordingly with the intent of improving the instructional growth and 

performance of the teachers. 

One participant expressed an interesting and contradictory opinion about the 

intent of this model being used as an evaluation tool.  The participant believes that the 

original focus and intent of the model was for it to be used to guide and support teachers.  

This participant had a difficult time with the idea of implementing the EES as an 

evaluative tool because of the views provided by Charlotte Danielson at a national 

conference.  As a result, the participant is not in agreement with the decision by the PDE 

to utilize the EES as an evaluation tool, and the participant expressed that the PDE needs 

another model which can perform the evaluation task more effectively and properly.  The 

opinion of participant D3P4 was verbalized during the interview:    

I have a hard time with the whole idea of implementing this as I have seen 

Charlotte Danielson as a speaker at a national conference and the words that came 

out of her mouth were, “This tool was never meant to be evaluative.  It was meant 

to guide.”  Pennsylvania then took it and probably made it a tool for evaluation 

which I don’t agree with that tool at all.  We need a completely different model to 

be more effective to evaluate teachers. 

This opinion gives insight into the controversial implementation of the EES despite the 

widespread adoption of Charlotte Danielson’s ideology (Bennet et al., 2013).  
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1.2 Use of Evaluation Tools 

In another question within the semi-structured interview protocol, participants 

were asked about the evaluation tools which they use while evaluating the teachers with 

the EES.  These evaluation tools can include any specific forms, templates, or software.  

The analysis of the data indicated that all participants utilized PA-ETEP as a software 

tool for the implementation and management of the EES.  PA-ETEP is the most 

commonly used tool in Pennsylvania for managing regulations regarding the EES, and 

more than 400 school districts and 90,000 educators are currently utilizing it across the 

state (“PA-ETEP - Our Districts,” n.d.).  Before this tool, self-generated templates were 

used which were based on the Danielson Model.  The PA-ETEP software tools are used 

for formal observations and the management of the differentiated supervision 

observations.  According to D1P2, “We use PA-ETEP.  It’s an electronic tool for the 

observations.  It has its own software tool. We also utilize a district walk-through form 

and that’s all.”  That perspective was verbalized in a similar manner by participant D3P2: 

We use PA-ETEP as our primary vehicle for delivery of the model, and I think 

it’s commonly used across many districts in this area where the teachers have an 

account, they go on, they submit their information.  It saves it all on a web-based 

platform, and then the administrator can go on, and it tracks who it’s waiting on, 

who still needs to submit the different evidence and information.       

Participants verbalized that PA-ETEP is used to generate automated electronic 

mail messages and prompts throughout the entire process.  All data is recorded and stored 

electronically in the PA-ETEP system.  The software was used by all principals who 

participated in the study.  According to participant D2P2, “It allows for a warehouse of 
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communication, instantaneous feedback, and suggestions can bounce back and forth 

pretty seamlessly through that process.”  However, in addition to PA-ETEP, some 

participants use Microsoft Office products to take notes and manage the scheduling 

process.  For example, a principal may take anecdotal notes in Microsoft Word before 

copying and pasting the text into the PA-ETEP templates.  This also occurs when 

principals are new users of PA-ETEP.  For one of the participants, PA-ETEP exists in a 

piloting phase in the school; Tower Metrics was previously used along with Microsoft 

Office to record the observations and evaluations.  Similarly, another participant 

mentioned the use of Teachscape prior to the adoption of PA-ETEP.  

Teachers volunteered to utilize PA-ETEP in schools where the tool was in the 

piloting phase.  Before the full adoption of PA-ETEP, forms are used along with the 

rubric, which are in accordance with the Danielson Framework for formal observations 

and walk-throughs.  Walk-through observations were also done through a Google form, 

which was considered as a good data collection tool.  Google forms are used to import 

data to a spreadsheet, which can be referenced throughout the school year.  According to 

participants from District 6, a uniform Google form is implemented all over the district 

for the walk-through observations, but they are in the process of transitioning the entire 

management process to PA-ETEP.  

1.3 Observation Procedure 

The data analysis for sub-theme 1 revealed that principals have a common 

understanding of the implementation of the EES.  However, for sub-theme 3, an analysis 

of the data indicates the actual observation procedures can vary across school districts.  

The formal observation is one of the essential elements of the EES.  Therefore, 
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participants were asked to discuss frequency, cycles, and variations of the formal 

observation.  Additionally, previous observation recommendations are also discussed 

regarding any affect or influence on subsequent observation.  The analysis of the 

responses connected formal observation procedures to the tenure of the teachers.  For 

example, some participants have tenured teachers using a three-year rotation – a formal 

observation for one year and participation in a differentiated supervision model for the 

following two years.  However, the cycle is based upon a teacher being both tenured and 

rated as satisfactory or higher.  If a principal has a concern with a teacher’s performance 

and indicates a need for improvement, then the teacher is removed from the cycle and 

unable to participate in a differentiated supervision model; the principal would conduct 

formal observations of the teacher.  Similarly, if teachers are not tenured, then they are 

not eligible to participate in a differentiated supervision model.  For the non-tenured 

teachers, a principal will conduct a minimum of two formal observations per year; one 

formal observation is typically conducted each semester.  

Along with the formal observations, participants expressed how walk-through 

observations are also part of the EES; some participants observe each teacher through at 

least four walk-throughs per school year, regardless of tenure.  The number of formal 

observations and walk-through observations can vary by school district or the individual 

principals.  Typically, a minimum number of observations and walk-throughs is 

established by school district leaders.  However, if needed and based upon the principals’ 

discretion, additional observations and walk-throughs can occur beyond the minimum, 

established number.  In some of the districts, the number of observations - either 

announced or unannounced - are mandatory, and principals of the elementary schools are 
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bound to follow the protocols regarding announced, unannounced, and walk-through 

observations.  As stated by D4P3:  

Our district model mandates that you have to have three touch points. You have to 

have one walk-through, you have to have one unannounced formal and a formal 

for each tenured teacher. Newer teachers, obviously, we see more. We would do 

four formal observations per year. 

Based upon the description from D4P3, some principals are expected to exceed the 

minimum observation criteria outlined by the Pennsylvania Department of Education 

(Rules and Regulations, 2013).  For example, D1P1 describes a more traditional process 

utilized throughout the school district which aligns with the minimum observation 

requirements of the PDE:   

As far as how many formal observations with teachers - satisfactory rated teachers 

– it is one formal observation.  Non-tenured teachers it is more than one, it’s two.  

We also do walk-throughs and that is a part of the observation.  Those are brief, 

10 minute windows into what’s going on into the teacher’s world with her 

students. 

A similar interpretation of the procedure is utilized by principals from District 5, as 

explained by D5P2:   

If temporary professional employees – teachers that haven’t received tenure – are 

observed two times a year and they are not eligible to participate in differentiated 

supervision cycle – once teachers have received tenure, they’re observed one time 

a year.  And they do have the opportunity to participate in differentiated 
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supervision.  Our differentiated supervision model is a two-year commitment. 

Year one is research. Year two is implementation. 

A similar process is explained by D3P3.  However, this participant describes the process 

in terms of cycles, rather than years.  According to D3P3:  

We do have an ABC cycle. Cycle A – Non-tenured and tenured teachers are on 

Cycle A for the formal observation. Teachers who are tenured, are able to move 

through Cycles A, B, and C, with B and C being a differentiated supervision 

project.  Our district requires the differentiated supervision project to be reflective 

of the key elements of the MTSS [multi-tiered system of support] framework. 

A slightly different observation process is utilized by a principal from District 5.  

According to D5P2:  

If a teacher is on a classic formal observation model, we observe teachers twice 

per year – one announced, one unannounced.  However, you mentioned the 

differentiation model.  So, we do follow the independent growth year framework 

where teachers are able to zero in on one component of the Danielson model and 

then in that case, they aren’t going through the classic observation cycle. 

Non-tenured teachers were observed a minimum of once per semester.  For the tenured 

teachers, observations were made at least once per year.  Semester dependent 

observations are helpful in evaluating the SLOs and accomplishments of the teachers, 

which was emphasized by D6P1:  

I try to do the first formal in a reasonable amount of time in the fall so then I can 

do a walk-through soon after to see if they have adapted to any of the suggestions 

that we had in the post-observation meeting.  We do goal-setting at the beginning 
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of the year, and I allow that goal-setting to drive my walk-throughs - so that when 

I’m doing the walk-through, I try and go back and read what their goals were for 

the year so I allow those goals to help me with my “look fors” because we’ve 

agreed that those are valuable and important things to be doing in their classroom. 

The previous observations factor into the discussion of subsequent observations, 

especially in the case of non-tenured teachers.  The initial observations are considered 

during the discussions toward the end of the year in terms of the summary report in PA-

ETEP to identify growth and strengths of the teachers.  The considerations for the past 

observations are mentioned in these words by D1P2:  

I do take past observations into consideration because we look at areas of growth 

and the areas of strength that were identified.  And we continue to see the areas of 

growth of what steps were taken to improve in those areas or grow in those areas 

and also see if the strengths are changing based on our professional development 

opportunities.  We want to use observations that also measure our professional 

development. 

Similarly, D2P1 highlighted the consideration of past observation for the non-tenured 

teachers: 

Typically, for the non-tenured observations, their past observations would factor 

in because we would be looking for improvement in any areas that we designated 

that needed improvement during the first observation.  So, we would be looking 

for growth in those specific areas for the second observation. 

If a principal has any concerns regarding the performance of a specific teacher, 

then the frequency of formal observations and walk-throughs can be modified and 
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increased as per the circumstances.  In some cases, a teacher may be attempting 

something new and innovative in the classroom and ask the principal to observe and 

provide feedback on the lesson.  While principals appear to have a common 

understanding of the implementation of the EES, the research collected from the 

individual interviews of participants reveals that the actual observation procedures vary 

across school districts.   

1.4 Correspondence Prior to Formal Observation 

The majority of study participants mentioned that they correspond with the 

teachers prior to conducting a formal observation.  Therefore, it is important to 

understand and examine the discussion topics during this correspondence meeting.  The 

analysis of the responses indicated that an observation plan and scheduling details are 

discussed during a pre-observation conference.  Teachers are emailed to provide the 

correspondence regarding the date and time of the pre-observation conference, and a 

similar structure is utilized to schedule and confirm the post-observation meeting.  A pre-

observation questionnaire in PA-ETEP is also provided to the teachers for completion so 

the principal can have an overview of the lesson which is being prepared by the teacher. 

According to D3P3:  

Prior to the observation…I indicate to the teacher to schedule a pre-observation 

conference and…complete the pre-observation questionnaire in PA-ETEP.  That 

gives me an opportunity to have an overview of what the lesson is going to be 

about and be prepared for that pre-observation conference. 

There is a structure integrated into the PA-ETEP software for the pre-conference.  

However, not all participants of the study conduct a formalized, pre-observation 
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conference with each teacher.  According to D1P3, “The pre-conference is set up through 

PA-ETEP.  The teachers fill out domain one for the pre-conference.  We do not meet 

unless there is a need for us to meet.”  Another participant also expressed the challenges of 

trying to conduct a pre-observation conference with every teacher.  According to D7P1, 

“It just usually ends up being a quick 5-second conversation about everything because we 

really lack the time due to other circumstances popping up during those scheduled times to 

really dig in and use it collectively.”  However, some participants did describe a process 

for communication prior to the observation, which is summarized by D4P3: 

In the software, it is required that you have that pre-observation conference where 

we discuss the lesson, the objectives, and discussion back and forth.  Pretty much, 

I lead the discussion, what I’m going to see, what are the expectations you have 

with kids, reviewing the lesson plan, looking at that and kind of charting it out 

beforehand.  Obviously, we go into the [PA-ETEP] tool.  They have to fill out all 

the questionnaires on domain one.    

Pre-observations are a part of the process, but the finding reveal differences in how they 

are conducted. 

The pre-observation correspondence is related to the formal observation, where 

the teachers are formally notified about the observation and scheduling is completed in 

advance with mutual agreement.  Teachers also present lesson plans during their formal 

observation pre-conference, and principals may ask questions about the lesson to 

understand the instructional strategies and goals.  According to D6P1:  

Their goals and also their goals for that particular lesson help determine look-fors, 

but I’m always looking for student engagement.  I’m always looking for an 
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essential question because we are a school that’s doing Understanding by Design. 

I’m looking to see if the essential question is embedded in the lesson [plan]. 

Understanding by Design (UbD) is a framework based upon a backward planning process 

and structure to guide curriculum, assessment, and instruction (Wiggins & McTighe, 2008). 

Some participants do not necessarily have a formalized, pre-observation 

conference with all teachers.  For example, principals may communicate with teachers 

via e-mail or through brief conversations about the lesson and review teachers’ pre-

observation questionnaire independently.  During these occurrences, participants view the 

pre-observation conference as flexible and dependent on the individual teacher being 

observed.  However, other participants hold a more structured conference with all 

teachers prior to a formal observation (see Figure 3 regarding participants’ views of pre-

observation conferences). 

Figure 3. Percentage Representing Participants’ Views of Pre-Observation Conferences.    
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Regardless of whether a pre-observation conference is conducted, teachers still 

need to complete the pre-observation questionnaire through PA-ETEP.  When there is a 

pre-observation conference, the questionnaire is used by principals to guide the 

conversation regarding the upcoming observation.  One of the benefits of advanced 

correspondence is the opportunity for teachers to identify a specific day, time, or lesson 

for the actual observation.  According to D2P2:  

There’s always some level of communication that happens prior to the 

observation whether or not that’s an informal conversation or a formal “let’s have 

a sit down and chat,” really that’s the comfort level of the teacher.  We kind of 

give a lot of flexibility in that regard.  Either way, that communication is 

documented in PA-ETEP.  That way, everybody is kind of on the same page. 

The questions answered by the teachers in domain one provide a framework for the 

conversation between the principal and teacher during the pre-observation conference. 

Domain one questions are provided to the teachers through PA-ETEP, and principals can 

view those responses to formulate questions and talking points regarding the upcoming 

observation.  As stated by D5P3:  

We do meet with the teacher or I meet with the teacher prior to the lesson and 

they have already completed a form for us that’s going to talk about what the 

learning outcomes are, what the makeup of the class is, standards to be addressed, 

resources that have been considered and accepted and rejected.  So, the form 

really actually guides the conversation in general. 

Similar assertions were made by D1P2:  
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At that date, the teacher comes with the lesson prepared to provide an overview. 

The teacher does drive the conversation as far as giving an overview of the lesson, 

what we would be seeing, a description of the classroom, any types of resources 

being used, the assessments being used.  I do ask if there are any special “look 

fors” they want me to look for and give feedback.  So, we do hold pre-

conferences for every type of observation.  

1.5 Expected Instructional Strategies 

During observations, principals expect to see learning activities that directly relate 

to and support the learning goals, which are essential for the effective teaching and 

learning process (Marzano, 2009).  Principals identify these goals and objectives before 

the commencement of an observation - either formal or walk-through.  Therefore, 

participants were questioned about their expected instructional strategies from the 

teachers, specifically during a formal observation.  In a formal observation, teaching 

skills and strategies are evaluated along with the teaching environment within the 

classroom (Danielson, 2013).  Evaluators expect to see a collaborative classroom 

environment in which students are given opportunities for sharing their ideas and thought 

processes (Marzano et al., 2001).  Some teachers use audio/visual aids and other types of 

technology during their lessons, which can serve as differentiated or engaging tools 

which align with the lesson objectives and goals.  Principals look for instructional 

strategies and other techniques in the form of learning goals, questioning strategies, 

classroom environment, and student engagement (Marzano, 2010).  According to D3P4: 

One thing that we do have a focus on are formative assessments.  The teachers in 

the district establish three as being a proficient number per lesson not per day.  
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So, I do, you know, make sure that I am looking for formative assessments not 

necessarily a summative assessment in an observation.  I do look for student 

engagement.  I do look for involvement.  I’m not somebody that expects a class to 

be sitting at their desk being quiet.  I like to see active engagement. 

Some expected instructional strategies during a formal observation include engagement, 

patience, advanced knowledge, questioning skills, flexibility, collaboration, innovation, 

and creativity (Silberman, 1996).  These general assertions were stated by the D5P1:  

In this particular district, in general, engagement, patience, high-level thought-

provoking discussion or questioning, the ability to be flexible, you know, if the 

topic veers off into another area, is the teacher able to grasp that and create some 

type of learning experience from that and then get kids back on task or back into 

focus. 

One participant said the instructional strategies being observed may be dependent 

on the individual teacher.  A teacher’s past history, prior walk-throughs, previous 

observations, or advanced communication can all dictate the instructional look-fors 

during the lesson.  According to the D2P2:  

I mean, that depends on the individual teacher.  And I’ll say that because if it’s 

somebody that I’ve worked with in the past, I’ll base a lot of what I’m looking for 

on past history.  So, for example, if we’ve met about a particular area of necessary 

growth, that’s the first thing that I’ll look for and I will communicate that prior 

too.  So, if classroom management can be an area of necessary growth, then we 

would communicate that beforehand.  Otherwise, if I’m just going in kind of blind 
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without any past history with the teacher, things that I would always look for 

would be a certain level of student engagement or discourse. 

A similar philosophy was verbalized by D7P1:     

I also always offer my teachers the option to give me something to look for.  

Hopefully, it’s something that they worked on maybe as far as their differentiated 

plan the year before that they tried to improve upon.  So, I really want to look at it 

and give them pretty good feedback on how it’s working. 

Participant D7P1, however, is specifically looking for a connection to questioning and 

teachers’ individual and building goals: 

Because we’re doing Understanding by Design [an educational framework 

created by Wiggins & McTighe, 1998 and 2008], we’re always looking for the 

essential question and how it’s embedded in the teaching.  I’m looking to see if 

they’re working on achieving the goals that they set for themselves.  And then 

generally, we have building-level goals. 

Principals vary in the specifics of what they expect to see in a classroom; however, all 

agree on the value of effective teaching on the learning process. 

The EES is divided into four domains, and categories two (The Classroom 

Environment) and three (Instruction) are considered the on-stage domains; a principal can 

visually see and observe components of these domains during the lesson.  These domains 

are related to instructional delivery and classroom environment.  Therefore, in order to 

implement the EES effectively and efficiently, principals are expected to observe domain 

two and domain three during formal observations. According to D1P3:  
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During the clinical observation, I’m specifically looking at the domains two and 

three on Danielson on instructional delivery…or the classroom environment.  At 

times, I will also look for district initiatives or the engagement of students, which 

is also defined in Danielson. 

For principals who like to take quick notes during the actual observation, a scripting tool 

is available in PA-ETEP.  The system provides principals with the opportunity to type 

notes within specific domains and categories during the observation.  For example, if a 

principal observes something which applies to the classroom environment, then the 

principal can type notes directly into PA-ETEP in the corresponding domain and 

component.  Similarly, a principal can type notes in the domain two components when 

observing instructional strategies.   

School administrators often identify district-level or building-level goals for 

teachers for which principals will look during classroom visits and observations.  These 

goals are typically identified and discussed at the beginning of the school year, and 

principals specifically look for evidence of these goals during formal observations and 

walk-throughs.  However, some participants did not specifically mention looking for 

evidence of district or building goals in the classrooms.  Instead, principals may focus on 

individual aspects of the lesson, such as questioning, student engagement, and formative 

assessment.  Based upon an analysis of participants’ responses, principals are often 

looking for district or building level goals or student engagement (see Figure 4 for a 

visual representation of the most frequent responses).   
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Figure 4. Principal Look-Fors during Classroom Visits and Observations.    

According to D6P3:  

You know, we always look for essential questions – that’s a biggie.  We are 

always looking for differentiation.  They know that.  But, I think the harder thing 

really is that questioning and engagement that we usually are focusing on through 

observation. 

Similar assertions were made by D4P3.  “It’s the questioning and we’re looking at the 

rubric, the questioning techniques and the engagement piece.  How many kids are 

actually engaged in the classroom and for how long?  I track that.”  More than half of the 

participants emphasized the importance of student engagement occurring in the 

classroom (see Figure 4).  Principals are looking to see if the teacher provides 

opportunities for students to collaborate and interact in a positive manner.  Such 

opportunities enhance the learning capabilities of students, improve their behavioral 

skills, and enhance their creative learning skills.  According to D3P3:  
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Students have the opportunity to collaborate, cooperate, and support each other. 

It’s an opportunity to increase student success.  So, I look for that number one. 

Number two, just in terms of other things I look for to be incorporated 

instructionally, is that positive reinforcement. 

In the broad context, domains 2 and 3 of the observation model – the on-stage domains – 

are observed by the principal through the perspective of students.  A principal can 

ascertain whether students are receiving appropriate instruction in a supportive 

environment.  A principal wants to ensure a student-centered environment and learner-

centered culture exists.  Therefore, the observation can focus more on the learners rather 

than teachers; teacher are facilitators of the students’ learning experiences in the 

classroom.  The teachers’ instructional strategies should focus on the learners and their 

learning capabilities while maximizing opportunities for students to excel in an 

environment where they feel comfortable and safe asking questions.  According to D5P3:  

Both the teacher questioning the students and digging deep with the students but 

also kinds of questions the students might be asking the teacher.  That’s 

something I always make note of - if it’s been safe to ask questions, what kind of 

questions the students are asking that indicate that they are really thinking about 

the subject matter and not just giving an answer, but the fact the students are 

asking questions I really find to be super valuable.  Talking with the student too – 

it’s another thing that I’ll do as long as I have the opportunity to talk with the 

students to see what the students are learning.      
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1.6. Use of Rubric within EES 

In the EES, a rubric is provided as a tool for principals to evaluate the 

effectiveness of teachers after a lesson is observed (Danielson, 2013).  There are four 

rating categories in the rubric, which include unsatisfactory, needs improvement, 

proficient, and distinguished.  After the completion of a formal observation, the rubric is 

used to evaluate the teachers on each component within the evaluation model.  

Participants discussed the use of a rubric in the evaluation of teachers and provided some 

specific examples from each category.  Most of the participants frequently utilized the 

rating category of proficient because principals have the perception that teachers are 

unlikely to attain a distinguished rating in all of the domains.  The rubric identifies 

specific details which correspond to each rating level.  In addition to the principal using 

the rubric, each teacher also uses the rubric to complete a self-reflection rating of his/her 

own performance in every component within the four domains.  If any differences exist 

in the ratings between the principal and teacher, then Danielson’s (2013) rubric from The 

Framework for Teaching Evaluation Instrument is reviewed, along with the evidence, 

feedback, and questions, to explain and differentiate the contradictions.  According to 

D1P2: 	

The focus of the post-conference is on the rubric.  We do look for areas that differ 

from the blind rating so the teacher may list an area of distinguished and I list an 

area of proficiency within that lesson for the teacher.  So, we will focus on the 

discrepancies first.  Through that, we take a look at the evidence gathered that I 

typed in on PA-ETEP.  We look at the evidence there, the teacher then also offers 

additional evidence that may not have been submitted at the time – we discuss 
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that.  We refer back to the rubric and we underline the key points that showed a 

separation between proficiency and distinguished and then we come to an 

agreement based on the evidence that we have. 

Some principals familiarize themselves with the rubric and commit it to memory while 

others prefer to keep it with them as they complete the teachers’ ratings.  According to 

D4P4:   

I still use it as a guide.  So, when I script the evidence, I script it just altogether 

and then I go back and I assign it to a component in a quiet moment after the 

observation.  And then when I actually perform the rating scales, I have the rubric 

next to me as a guide.  

The rubric is mostly used as a discussion tool during the post-observation conference.  

However, if a teacher and principal cannot come to a consensus after a discussion and 

review of the rubric, then a final decision is based upon the judgement of the principal 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  Participants also indicated that many 

teachers expect to receive some distinguished ratings, and some teachers do not hesitate 

to give themselves distinguished ratings on their self-evaluation.  However, principals 

share the belief that it is uncommon for teachers to earn distinguished ratings across all 

components and domains.  Therefore, principals can have these conversations with the 

teaching staff in advance before conducting any observations.  Additionally, principals 

should be able to verbalize and substantiate teachers’ ratings.  According to D4P2:  

You would hope to be proficient all the time, but I think more - those are the two 

rating categories that I think are the most difficult - proficient and distinguished 
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because a lot of teachers want to be distinguished every day, every moment, all 

the time.  So, that’s difficult. 

Some participants expressed a lack of training with the rubric, while others indicated that 

they also utilize additional tools.  According to D2P1:  

I have a reference document that I use and it’s called the “Framework for 

Teaching Proficiency Test Instrument” where in addition to the critical attributes 

of distinguished, proficient, needs improvement, unsatisfactory – there are 

specific classroom examples that help me decide which rating for each of the 

domains.  I found that, personally, to be very helpful. 

Finally, there was consensus among the participants that their confidence and 

efficiency with the rubric increases as they become more familiar with it.  This delayed 

confidence with the rubric often resulted from limited training.  As a result, it can 

sometimes be difficult for principals to differentiate between a distinguished and 

proficient rating. Therefore, principals use their judgmental skills and specific classroom 

examples to clear any ambiguity and rate the teachers accordingly.  More recently, 

districts have made the use of the rubric a priority for the principals.  All participants of 

this study had a thorough understanding of the components and domains within the 

rubric, but many still refer to it regularly.  According to D4P3:  

I keep this guide out all the time - I’m constantly.  As I told you, there wasn’t a lot 

of training for us previously.  This year, however, we’ve gotten a lot deeper in to 

the rubric and we’re now starting to understand the rubric a lot better than we did.  

So, it’s making us more effective principals as well. 
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The rubric becomes a guideline for the principals as well as the teachers in order to find 

consistency.  

1.7. Post-observation Conference 

After the formal observation, the post-observation conference is held with the 

teachers and the ratings are discussed (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  As 

previously mentioned, differences sometimes occur between the principal and teacher 

ratings.  Therefore, the participants were questioned about the discussion and 

communication of these differences during the post-observation conference.  The analysis 

of the responses indicated times when exceptional teachers are more critical of 

themselves and adequate teachers have an inflated, self-perception of their own ratings.  

According to D3P2:   

I think that good teachers - the best teachers - are actually overly critical, self-

evaluators.  And so, in those cases, I have had teachers that self-rated down from 

where I saw them and believed they were at a more proficient level.  Now, with 

that said, there are also teachers that have an inflated perception of themselves 

and will consistently rank distinguished down the entire page with no evidence – 

just checking the boxes. 

A similar viewpoint was provided by D6P2:    

If it’s a super high achiever that’s really growth-minded, they tend to rate 

themselves more low on the scale…it’s just the standards that they have for 

themselves.  And then I have people that are the other way that I know it’s [the 

post-observation conference] going to be a battle because I know that I’m rating 
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them proficient and they think that they’re distinguished just because they’ve been 

doing it.   

Participant D5P3 expressed that some teachers try to put the onus on the principal to 

justify why a teacher is not distinguished, rather than providing their own evidence and  

comparing it to the rubric:   

We will have the handful of teachers who are consistently hard on themselves, 

and you will have the handful of teachers that are consistently…patting 

themselves on the back…They are our most challenging [and say]…“Tell me why 

I’m not distinguished.”  

Participant D6P3 simplified the explanation by saying, “You have the rare teacher that 

just goes and does all distinguished [on the self-evaluation rubric].”  Finally, D3P4 

bluntly states, “It always seems to be the weaker teachers give themselves higher ratings.  

Stronger teachers give themselves lower ratings.” 

Regardless of the differences, the communication and discussion regarding any 

discrepancy is based upon the evidences.  Therefore, the collection of evidences is 

extremely important to support principals’ evaluation ratings of teachers.  Although there 

are four domains and a total of 22 components within those domains, participants are 

seeing more consistent ratings between themselves and the teachers.  According to D1P2:  

The ratings do not differ greatly often.  There are - time to time - when we find 

maybe one area that we differ.  An example would be knowledge of resources. 

Right now, we are doing an in-depth study on curriculum program resources and 

the teacher doesn’t have true understanding of what other resources are available.  

They have an understanding of what resources are in front of them, so they feel 
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they have a distinguished ability within that category.  Whereas there are a lot 

more resources available – we just haven’t gained access to [them]. 

Another example where teachers often rate themselves distinguished are the components 

of classroom environment, respect, and rapport.  As a result, if principals to not agree 

with those ratings, then they need to collect evidence during their announced and 

unannounced observations and walk-throughs.  As needed, the rubric can be referenced 

and reviewed by the teachers and principals during the post-observation conference. 

According to D6P3:  

The differentiation might be really - so transparent that I don’t even see it 

happening.  I just need to hear that.  And that’s usually through those 

conversations – we can make those decisions.  I’ve rarely had a teacher after I’ve 

given them the form come back to me and say, “I completely disagree with this.” 

Like, I don’t even remember the last time that happened because it’s truly their 

self-reflections and my reflection in that conversation that you kind of land where 

you need to be. 

Most of the rating differences among principals and teachers occur between the 

proficient and distinguished rating categories; teachers indicate a distinguished rating 

while the principals indicate a proficient rating.  Regardless of the variation, principals 

strive to discuss the differences in a constructive and data-driven manner.  During the 

post-observation conference, principals look to discuss the critical attributes which 

influence the cumulative evaluation as a whole.   

According to D5P1:  
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During the post-observation, I do start off on a positive note, and I end on a 

positive note always.  But, I am sure to discuss with them in detail using the 

rubric why I may have disagreed with how they rated themselves - whether I went 

higher or lower than what they selected.  And we discuss, you know, maybe there 

is some language in there that doesn’t necessarily apply or that they skipped over. 

Maybe there are areas I feel like they could build upon to become distinguished 

and, you know, that most of us are proficient. 

Similar assertions were made by D1P3:  

Typically, I’ll ask the teacher to bring evidence to support their rating and why it 

may be different from mine.  They have access to my rating and their rating prior 

to the conference.  And there may have been something that I missed or 

something that I wasn’t aware of during the observation because it is challenging 

trying to observe a 40-minute lesson and taking notes.  And if there’s a legitimate 

justification and they bring evidence, I do take that into consideration.  But, if I’m 

not able to support the difference, I will not change my rating. 

One of the participants starts the post-observation conference by allowing the teacher to 

lead the discussion.  The teachers first provide their evidence and opinions, which then 

transitions into a positive discussion about opportunities for growth.  According to D5P2:  

I would say that the discussions that take place through the pre-observation, the 

post-observation really is where the effectiveness lays.  So, in this post-

observation conference, I don’t see a lot of difference in ratings right now, 

including teachers who rate themselves in needs improvement categories from 

time-to-time.  Because I think they found that we’re not being punitive and that 
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the model isn’t harmful to them.  It’s really about helping to identify areas to 

improve and then grow.  

Section 01 Summary 

Section 01 was based upon the implementation of the PDE’s EES, and seven sub-

themes emerged from an analysis of data from 20 participants.  For example, a consistent 

understanding of the implementation process, along with the use of a common 

management software, was expressed by all participants.  However, two different 

approaches emerged regarding the correspondence which occurs prior to a formal 

observation.  Approximately one-third of the participants utilized a brief, inform type of 

communication, while almost two-thirds of the participants applied a structured approach.  

Two common themes were also identified as instructional look-fors by the participants 

during an observation; principals focused on the implementation of district/building goals 

and student engagement throughout a lesson.  Regarding the use of the rubric, it is a 

standardized item within the EES.  Interestingly, based upon a review of the data, 

principals perceive exceptional teachers as being more critical of themselves, and 

adequate teachers as having an inflated, self-perception of their own ratings.   

Section 02: Using the Results of the Evaluation and Exploring its Effect 

The effect of the implementation of the EES on teachers’ instructional growth is 

discussed in this section, and two broad themes are identified – namely, the use of the 

evaluation results and the effects of the EES.  Throughout section 1, the implementation 

of the EES was examined regarding how principals implement the EES, the procedure for 

formal observations, use of the rubric, and conversations during the post-observation 

conference.  In this section, the evaluation results from the EES are discussed in theme 2, 
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while the effects of the EES on the effectiveness of educators, and specifically the 

instructional growth of teachers, is investigated in theme 3.  Subthemes emerging under 

the themes are also identified (see Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Themes and Sub-Themes – Section 02.    
 
Theme 02: EES Evaluation 

The EES evaluation presents opportunities for the principal and teacher to discuss 

strengths and opportunities for growth.  Additionally, principals can identify how to 

monitor and follow-up on teachers’ implementation of those recommendations.  Some 

modifications were also suggested by the participants regarding the implementation of 

EES.  Questions within the semi-structured interview protocol related to the observational 

summary, which identifies teachers’ strengths and growth opportunities, along with 

follow-up procedures regarding the implementation of the recommendations, are both 
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classified under this theme.  Furthermore, the perceptions of the participants regarding 

modifications and alterations of the EES are discussed.  Specifically, participants discuss 

their recommendations to enable the EES to be a more effective tool. 

2.1. Observation Summary - Identification of Strengths and Growth Opportunities 

While sub-theme 7 from section 1 emphasized the structure of the post-

observation conference and conversations regarding differences in principal and teacher 

rubric ratings, sub-theme 1 in section 2 focuses specifically on the dialogue regarding a 

teacher’s strengths and opportunities for growth.  Those opportunities correspond to the 

goal of educator effectiveness reform, which was “…to ensure that students have an 

effective teacher in their classrooms…” (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014, p. 

1).  The goal was identified because teacher effectiveness is the most significant variable 

to student learning (Aaronson et al., 2007; Crum & Sherman, 2008; Dinham, 2005; 

Leithwood et al., 2004; Stronge et al., 2011).  After conducting a formal observation, a 

post-observation conference is held where the observation summary is presented; it 

identifies the strengths and growth opportunities for the teachers.  This is an important 

function within the framework of the EES because teachers’ professional skills can be 

discussed, and conversations can occur regarding both strengths and opportunities for 

professional and instructional growth.  The growth of teachers can be assessed by 

principals based upon whether teachers accomplish goals, implement recommendations, 

and enhance their skills.  One of the participants discussed the areas of growth in terms of 

domain 2, which is focused on instructional strategies.  As stated by D4P1, “A lot of 

those areas of growth are, you know, are instructional-based.  You know, whether it’s 

questioning and discussion, engaging students, and a big one is assessment as well – just 
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using assessments.”  The specific dialogue regarding strengths and growth opportunities 

is individualized and based upon a teacher’s observation history and current skillset.  

When applicable, some teachers are encouraged to use additional resources for their own 

growth and development.  Some of the principals encouraged an open conversation with 

the teachers to discuss areas of strength and opportunities for growth.  According to 

D3P4:  

That’s an open conversation with the teachers.  I ask of them to give me - unless 

it’s glaring, you know, if it’s a needs improvement in the rubric then that’s 

obviously the area we’re going to pick.  But, I generally ask teachers to identify 

those areas themselves and tell me why they did that.  And then I ask teachers 

what is going to help them be better in that area rather than me assigning - re-

reading a chapter in a book, or going to do something, or sitting through a 

webinar – I’m going to ask the teacher who’s the expert of that space. 

If there are no glaring, individualized opportunities for growth, then principals sometimes 

defer to discussing strategic initiatives of the district.   Regardless of a teacher’s level of 

understanding and implementation of a strategic initiative, it can be identified as an area 

for continuous growth.  For example, according to D1P3:  

I typically, under opportunities for improvement, list our district’s strategic 

initiatives of engagement - looking at routines and procedures in the classroom 

and some critical thinking activities.  I have found that it’s helpful whenever I am 

giving opportunities that are consistent. 

Furthermore, participant D5P2 stated:  
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If teachers have any area that comes across as a needs improvement in the rubric, 

that’s generated - that becomes an area of growth, and we use that to identify next 

steps together.  But, if a teacher doesn’t have an area of need and things are either 

proficiency or they are in a distinguished category, then we certainly work 

together to establish those growth areas. 

One of the participants highlighted instances where young teachers often struggle in the 

areas of classroom management and student behavior; those skills often develop over 

time with experience.  However, for teachers who are strong in those areas, principals can 

encourage them to share their thoughts and experiences with their professional 

community, so other teachers can benefit from their strategies.  According to D2P2:  

I’m not finding that this evaluation tool is coming up with a lot of needs 

improvements.  However, when that does happen, it’s usually around the area of 

classroom management, routines – things that unexperienced teachers typically 

have difficulty with. 

Within the framework of the EES, principals are prompted to identify one or two 

areas of strength and one or two opportunities for growth.  These areas should correspond 

with the components listed within the four domains of the EES.  PA-ETEP provides an 

area for principals to list the next steps for teachers, which are based upon the identified 

areas of strength, opportunities, or a combination of both.  Resources related to all four 

domains are available, and teachers are encouraged to use these resources to enhance 

their growth opportunities. 

Some of the common strengths and opportunities for growth identified by the 

participants are classroom management, discussion techniques, questioning, verbal and 
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written communication, engagement, and differentiation.  Questioning, for example, is 

mentioned by participant D6P3.  “The other one is questioning, just always talking about 

what higher-level questioning - and the balance of questioning.  And it isn’t all about 

higher-level questioning.  You do have to scaffold questioning and what does that look 

like.”  Another participant (D6P1), discussed how differentiation is most commonly 

identified as an opportunity for growth:    

I would say the most common thing is talking to them about how they 

differentiate and what data did they use to differentiate and being more explicit in 

their lesson planning about what tools did I use to get to that moment, to create 

those groups, or differentiate the activities that I saw in the room. Also, in that 

differentiation – what to do with your highest-end kids.       

2.2. Follow-Up Procedures for Recommendations and Monitoring 

In an attempt to monitor whether teachers follow through with principals’ 

recommendations regarding opportunities for growth and next steps, participants 

identified ways to collect informal and observational data.  When reviewing responses, 

follow-up procedures are accomplished most commonly through walk-throughs.  Walk-

throughs are typically informal, and PA-ETEP has a feature to enable principals to 

document and share notes regarding the walk-throughs.  Principals can provide 

suggestions, comments, and recommendations through PA-ETEP to specific teachers, 

and if applicable, principals can conduct additional walk-throughs or formal and informal 

observations.  The number of observations, both formal and informal, can be increased if 

a principal perceives that a teacher is not meeting expectations.  According to D1P1:  
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If a teacher finds themselves in trouble, then it ramps up in terms of how many 

times you are in the room.  If they are in that needs improvement area and have 

been evaluated that way, then the number of observations can increase. 

Principals often prefer to communicate with teachers in an informal manner, having an 

open dialogue about the implementation of suggestions and recommendations.  Principals 

also check and monitor students to determine if recommendations are being implemented 

and whether those recommendations are affecting students’ outcomes.  Some of the 

participants utilize and suggest resources as tools to guide and improve teachers’ 

pedagogy.  These resources can vary, and include books, articles, and websites.  In the 

words of D6P3:  

I recommend books and sometimes they’ll read books and they’ll connect those. 

So, that’s really where the follow-up is and, in my head, I’m constantly collecting 

data and I’m constantly making charts about what folks are doing and trying to 

always align that with some of their goals. 

All of the participants mentioned the option of unannounced, informal walk-

through observation throughout the school year.  These can be informal checks to identify 

what is occurring in a classroom, but they can also be used by principals to identify 

whether teachers are implementing the recommendations and next steps, outlined at the 

end of the EES.  As highlighted by D3P2:  

I think the best way would be to actually visit the classroom either for frequent 

walk-throughs at different times of day, different points in the class period over a 

prolonged period, and/or to do lengthier visits to classrooms so that you’re not 

just getting what’s happening at one moment in time.  So, I think you can - and 
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even if you do lengthier observations - it is to get into the classroom as often as 

possible for as much length of time as possible if you want to really know what’s 

going on - and have they made changes based on the observation? 

Principals try to correspond with the teachers through open dialogues, emails, 

walk-through, and informal communication.  By doing this, principals are better 

positioned to guide teachers in the appropriate direction, and teachers may feel more 

comfortable sharing struggles or difficulties in an informal manner.  However, additional, 

formal observation can also be scheduled depending upon need or even at the request of a 

teacher.   

Principals try to make the follow-up communication and interaction an aspect of 

the school’s culture.  Principals want to foster an environment where teachers feel 

confident and comfortable discussing ideas and struggles with one another and with the 

principal.  Since the principal can be viewed as the instructional leader of the school, they 

want to have productive conversations with teachers in a non-threatening manner.   

Informal conversations can provide quality opportunities for principals and teachers to 

assess what is going well and opportunity for continuous growth.  Some of the walk-

through and conversational benefits were highlighted by D1P3:    

Through walk-throughs day-to-day, and walk-throughs defined as going into the 

classroom anywhere between 3 and 15 minutes.  And over time, those snapshots 

through the observation really build a photo album and give you a complete 

picture of what’s happening in the classroom, and I have found for the walk-

through to be very beneficial in regard to following-up, specifically on those 

district initiatives and having dialogue with teachers. 
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Participant D6P2 uses walk-throughs as an opportunity to start a dialogue with 

teachers regarding opportunities for growth and the implementation of recommendations 

which have stemmed from the formal observation.  According to the participant (D6P2), 

“I can also check through with the walk-throughs, and I try to tie the walk-throughs back 

in [to the conversation about next steps].  Also, so that it’s always kind of having a 

meeting and focusing on growth.” 

One of the participants required assessment binders to prompt conversations and 

communication among teachers.  This participant has teachers use assessment binders in 

order to identify the style and format of questions being asked, the depth of knowledge of 

the questions, and the types of responses provided by students.  According to D3P1: 

Instead of lesson plans, the teachers turn in their assessment binders for the 

month.  And so, I can look at the types of assessments that they’re giving 

students, the types of questions that they’re asking to see - and they are actually 

having to track the regular level for each assignment.  So, if they’re only getting 

to that comprehension stage or their occasional analysis or creation assessments, 

then that’s what?  We want to see a variety of assessments at different levels and 

not flat-lined at the lower levels of Blooms [taxonomy] or the depths of 

knowledge levels. 

2.3. Suggested Modifications in the EES Implementation 

Participants of the qualitative study were asked if they would have changed how the 

EES was implemented.  Several of the participants highlighted concerns related to the rubric 

evaluation, time spent on the activities, consistency, and the overwhelming nature of 

simultaneously implementing and evaluating four domains with 22 components.  According 
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to D1P1, “The problem is there are so many components that it’s tough to see everything, 

and you are not going to see everything.”  A significant amount of the time is spent on the 

rubric and its understanding for each component within the domains.  As a result, the 

suggestion of implementing the EES in stages was suggested.  According to D6P1:  

I think I would have rolled it out component-by-component instead of all four 

domains at the same time because I think our best teaching comes from the 

planning and preparation part [Domain 1].  It’s so important and to be talking 

about all those things at the same time, it would have been neat to have maybe a 

three-year roll to do one component at a time and really focus on it. 

Similarly, another participant suggested the EES should have been implemented into two 

stages (i.e. on-stage and off-stage).  Domains 1 (Planning and Preparation) and 4 

(Professional Responsibilities) are viewed as off-stage, and domains 2 (The Classroom 

Environment) and 3 (Instruction) are considered on-stage.  When asked about the 

implementation of the EES, participate D5P3 stated, “I think it was very confusing.” 

Another suggested modification regarding the implementation of the EES focused 

on training and professional development.  According to D6P3, “I just would have spent 

more time in professional development with teachers on each of the domains and what 

those components mean and what the distinguished level really looks like.”  

Unfortunately, the amount of training and professional development time allocated 

toward the EES varied by district.  Furthermore, as school districts experienced personnel 

changes in their central office, the focus and emphasis regarding district initiatives also 

changed.  According to D6P1:    
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I find that as senior leadership in the district changes, the focus changes.  And so, 

again, it may be how it was implemented.  There are so many lenses through 

which to look at this model and implement it.  It would be really great if 

superintendents and assistant superintendents all had the same level of buy-in, and 

when you have senior leadership change, you do not feel like you are changing 

gears with your teachers. That’s my biggest concern. 

In order to understand the EES and rubric, participants indicated extensive 

training should have occurred for both principals, teachers, and those new to either 

profession.  According to D4P3, “I would have provided a training for every principal.  I 

don’t know how it was with you.  I feel like it was thrown at us to figure out.  And I 

would have had some type of high quality training.”  A consistent and thorough training 

could have ensured that teachers and principals were explaining, implementing, and 

evaluating in the intended manner.  A more comprehensive process could have been used 

to understand the complexities and usefulness of the EES.  Since the readiness level and 

understanding of the EES varied upon its unveiling, those using the System had different 

levels of comprehension and interruption.  Principals and teachers could evaluate the 

same facets of a lesson, but apply those aspects to different components within the EES 

rubric.  For example, according to D4P4:   

I would have created a framework for the work that we spent the last few 

questions talking about.  I think it’s focused too much on procedural items and 

checkboxes.  How do you take the evidence that’s been collected, [and determine] 

whether it’s at the principal level, domain two and domain three classroom-based 

work, or if it’s at the teacher level and it’s SLO work? 
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 The rubric prompted additional recommendations regarding the effectiveness of 

the EES.  By design, teachers and principals need to complete a rating for every 

component within the four domains; rating choices consist of distinguished, proficient, 

needs improvement, and failing.  As a result, the rubric lacks flexibility.  Since teachers 

view the EES rubric results as evaluative, rather than constructive feedback, their focus is 

on attaining high ratings, rather than reflecting on opportunities for growth.  As a result, 

participants think the rubric is not serving its purpose.  According to D5P2, “I would 

place less emphasis in the big picture on achievement and a greater emphasis on growth.”  

Similarly, participants feel the rubric is subjective and not the best tool to evaluate 

teachers.  Observers can have differing perspectives, feelings, and opinions toward an 

individual lesson or teacher.  Participants perceived the EES as subjective, and as a result, 

not the best solution to be used as an evaluation tool.  Rather, it is a coaching tool which 

must be utilized for the professional growth of the teachers.  According to D3P4, “You’re 

still looking and documenting what your perceptions are in that classroom.  I probably 

would have looked at a different tool because, like I said, Danielson did not intend this to 

be an evaluation tool.” 

Finally, other participants shared a concern about the artificial nature of the 

formal observation.  For instance, principals meet with teachers prior to the observation.  

They have advanced discussions regarding the day and time of the lesson, which are 

often chosen by the teacher.  Then, teachers can invest a significant amount of time into 

planning the lesson and even prepping students.  This advanced knowledge and time 

provides too much of an opportunity for teachers to perfect an isolated lesson.  As a 

result, principals can ponder if that observation was a true and accurate representation of 
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what occurs in the classroom on a daily basis.  Hence, instead of principals scheduling 

formal observations in advance with teachers, the principals can conduct an increased 

amount of unannounced walk-throughs to have a more accurate representation into what 

is occurring in classrooms on a daily basis.  According to D7P1:  

I would have taken away the teacher input from the beginning.  I feel with this 

model – it’s very hard to catch them on something.  It’s not a true reflection of 

what they’re doing daily in there.  The stage is set for what they are trying to do – 

they have the costume on, they have everything there.  So really, it doesn’t reflect 

on their daily teaching.  

Section 2 Theme 2 Summary  

Theme 2 in section 2 was categorized into three sub-themes.  Participants 

specifically discussed the dialogue regarding a teacher’s strengths and opportunities for 

growth.  If a teacher was rated as distinguished or needs improvement in any of the 

components, then those items naturally translate into the strengths and opportunities for 

growth.  However, for teaches who are primarily proficient in all components, principals 

refer to broad topics such as strategic initiatives and differentiation.  After identifying 

suggestions regarding strengths and opportunities for growth, participants discussed how 

they monitor whether teachers implement those recommendations.  Participants also 

discussed how they would have altered the implementation process of the EES, which 

included suggestions of more training and an incremental rollout of the framework.       

Theme 03: Effects of the EES  

The primary purpose of the EES was to enhance the development of more 

effective teachers in classrooms (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  By 
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improving the pedagogical practices of teachers and striving to ensure all students had 

access to effective teachers, students’ academic achievement would increase.  This 

premise was based upon the implementation of the EES, which would serve as a 

framework for teachers’ instructional growth and continuous improvement.  Participants 

of the study provided their views and perceptions regarding the EES and the effect of its 

implementation on teachers’ instructional growth.  The sub-themes emerging under this 

theme are related to the improvements in teachers’ effectiveness and the relationship 

between the EES and teachers’ instructional growth.  

3.1. Improvement in Teachers’ Effectiveness 

Sixty-five percent of participants in the study clearly expressed that the 

implementation of the EES has not improved teachers’ effectiveness.  While none of the 

participants directly said the implementation of the EES improves teachers’ effectiveness, 

participants did indicate positive aspects of its use.  For example, it has improved 

documentation and the dialogue among principals and teachers.  The implementation of 

the EES has provided teachers with increased opportunities to reflect upon ways in which 

they are implementing teaching practices.  The use of the EES provides a consistent 

framework with a common language.  However, based upon this study, little evidence 

exists to support a claim that the implementation of the EES has positively affected 

teachers’ effectiveness.  Furthermore, if teachers themselves do not possess the intrinsic 

passion and desire to improve, then the use of the EES serves as a task, rather than a 

model for improving teachers’ effectiveness.   

The use of the EES rubric is subjective, and ratings are affected by the 

perceptions and observations of principals.  Teachers’ overall ratings can be influenced 
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by principals’ emphasis on skills and personal preferences, such as valuing instructional 

strategies and rapport with students differently.  Additionally, teachers’ self-perceptions 

can also vary, and they may not correspond to principals’ perceptions.  Furthermore, 

teachers can purposefully rate themselves distinguished on all components and try to put 

the onus on principals to prove otherwise.  According to D3P2:     

The way the model is set up, it’s prone to inflated self-rankings.  I put a teacher in 

a position where they are asked to critically self-reflect and then have a 

conversation with them based on that.  Because then, it’s not you telling a teacher, 

or the teacher perceiving you telling them.   

Regardless of specific ratings, the use of the EES does seem to establish a higher 

level of accountability.  Teachers are required to document how they plan and prepare for 

the lesson, complete a self-evaluation and reflection after the observation, and discuss the 

lesson and next steps with the principal.  Nonetheless, participation in and completion of 

those procedures does not necessarily transform a teacher into being more effective.  

Instead, the EES is perceived as an evaluation and rating framework that is mandatory for 

principals and teachers.  When asked if the implementation of the EES improved 

teachers’ effectiveness, participant D3P2 responded with confidence and conviction:   

Not at all.  I don’t believe it does at all.  If anything, I think it might actually make 

teachers less effective.  And the reasons for that is that it’s a compliance model - 

it’s a snapshot model.  It’s a “do this and check this box” model.  And so, people 

just figure that out, and they play the game on the day they need to play the game, 

and they pick a SLO that is easily achievable - and very few people have SLOs 
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that aren’t distinguished based on the criteria - because they set themselves up for 

a homerun. 

Overall, the implementation of the EES has improved the conversations and 

communications among the principals and teachers.  However, based upon the results of 

the study, no overwhelming improvements to teachers’ effectiveness have been observed.  

Furthermore, not only can struggling teachers remain stagnant, participants of the study 

expressed the unlikelihood of a struggling teacher receiving a cumulative rating of 

unsatisfactory.  Other variables are embedded into the EES, such as SLOs and the SPP 

(School Performance Profile), which can raise the overall rating of a struggling teacher to 

a level of proficiency.  As a result, the instructional components of teachers can be 

overshadowed.  According to D2P1:  

I don’t personally believe that EES has improved teacher effectiveness.  I do 

believe that it has helped us to document teacher effectiveness.  So, I think that’s 

been one improvement to our practice - we have a record now – a very thorough 

or thoughtful record with many different domains where teachers have the 

opportunity to document their practice and that a principal has an opportunity to 

document that teacher’s practice. 

When asked if the implementation of the EES improved teachers’ effectiveness, similar 

assertions were verbalized by participant D7P1:    

I would say no.  I haven’t seen the results.  My good teachers are still my good 

teachers.  And those who struggle still sometimes struggle with it.  It’s just the 

amount of time and effort that goes into it with other things popping up – it’s very 

hard to use it probably the way it was designed to be.  They struggle with keeping 
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it that way.  So, that’s been a challenge of it.  I think unless you’re in that vacuum 

where everything falls into place, you’re unable to use it that way.  Therefore, 

you’re not getting a true evaluation out of it. 

The EES was mandated as the evaluation framework for Pennsylvania educators 

with the purpose of ensuring that all students had access to effective teachers 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  After obtaining the perceptions of 

twenty elementary principals and analyzing their responses, a consensus of the 

participants in this study believe the implementation of the EES has not improved 

teachers’ instructional growth.  These findings correspond with detractors of the 

Danielson framework.  According to Singer (2013), nobody has demonstrated a positive 

correlation between evaluating teachers with Danielson’s rubric and the implementation 

of more rigorous academic standards for students.  Similarly, according to Sartain et al. 

(2010), “There is a growing consensus that the way most states and districts across the 

country evaluate teachers fails to improve student learning or teacher practice” (p. 1).  

Even Charlotte Danielson has expressed concern regarding the use of her framework.  

Danielson stated that she was “…deeply troubled by the transformation of teaching from 

a complex profession requiring nuanced judgment to the performance of certain 

behaviors that can be ticked off on a checklist” (Bryant, 2016, p. 8).  Participant D3P4 

echoed Danielson’s concerns stating, “I have seen Charlotte Danielson as a speaker at a 

national conference and the words that came out of her mouth were, “This tool was never 

meant to be evaluative.  It was meant to guide.”  However, an analysis of the data from 

this study suggests the EES is viewed as a rating and evaluation process, rather than a 

tool for improving teachers’ instructional growth.  Therefore, perceptions of principals 
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from this study do not correspond with what was expected from the PDE’s 

implementation of Act 82 of 2012 (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).  Charlotte 

Danielson acknowledged the challenge of improving teachers’ effectiveness; “…the 

assurance of great teaching for every student has proved exceedingly difficult to capture 

in either policy or practice” (Danielson, 2016b, p. 1).   

Regardless of the policies regulating the evaluation of teachers, the participants in 

this study want to improve teachers’ effectiveness.  A challenge exists because all 

participants utilize the electronic rating tool and are bound by the parameters of the EES.  

Regardless of the participants’ leadership style, 50% of a teacher’s evaluation is currently 

based upon a pre-planned observation.  Instead, the researcher is proposing the utilization 

of multiple walk-throughs followed by frequent, meaningful, and collaborative 

conversations about next steps and continuous improvement, characteristics of a 

transformational leader (Mohiuddin, 2017).  This corresponds with Danielson’s original 

intent of the EES – deployment as a growth tool, rather than an evaluative tool.  

However, based upon how the PDE has mandated the utilization of the framework, 

elementary principals currently perceive the EES as an evaluative task, not an 

opportunity to promote instructional growth.       

3.2. Relationship between the EES and Teachers’ Instructional Growth 

Participants were specifically asked if there was a relationship between the EES 

and teachers’ instructional growth.  Although principals generally do not believe the 

implementation of the EES positively affects teachers’ instructional growth, thirty-five 

percent of participants indicated a use for the EES does have potential.  For example, 

pedagogical improvements and instructional growth can depend upon the individual 
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passion and professionalism of a teacher.  If a teacher has interest in growing and 

improving a skillset, then the use of the EES can be the framework and guide to identify 

strengths, opportunities for growth, and next steps.  According to D5P3: 

[The EES] improves teacher effectiveness for teachers who actually have an 

interest in growing and improving - based on things like teachers taking a look at 

their PVAAS [Pennsylvania Value Added Assessment System] data and actually 

digging into where their strengths and weaknesses are - based upon this more 

objective view of things - not just what we all traditionally think a good teacher 

looks like.  

Therefore, if an individual teacher is interested in improving skills and capabilities, then 

the EES can serve as a platform and framework for guidance and self-reflection.  In the 

words of D5P3:  

The teachers who are interested in being effective teachers, I think [the EES] has 

provided them with other tools and has forced them to look at things they might 

have either discounted before or simply wouldn’t have looked at before.  

Similarly, another participant determined that any positive growth derived from the 

implementation of the EES is dependent upon both the individual principal and specific 

teacher.  For example, according to D3P1:  

I think it depends on both the supervising principal and the teacher, and again, 

their commitment to the process.  If we’re just doing it to get it over with and 

fulfill a requirement, then no, it [the EES] does not make one bit of difference.  

But, if both the teacher and the supervisor understand that this is an opportunity to 
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coach and improve, regardless of where the teacher is – regardless if they’re 

distinguished or they’re needs improvement - it’s an opportunity to improve.  

Finally, a participant articulated that the EES has provided a consistent structure 

which promotes communication and professional dialogue among teachers and 

principals.  Although the EES is collectively viewed as a rating and evaluation tool, 

rather than a forum and tool to promote instructional growth, the increased 

communication between teachers and principals can have positive effects on teachers’ 

planning.  For example, according to D6P1, “I do have evidence of teachers making 

change and using the language to improve their planning.  I see that happening.” 

Summary 

Participants of this qualitative study were questioned about the basic information 

regarding the implementation of the EES in their suburban elementary schools in 

southwestern Pennsylvania.  This chapter represented the findings of the study, which 

were based upon the content analysis technique of coded data.  Three distinct themes 

were identified from an analysis of the data - EES Implementation Process, EES 

Evaluation, and Effect of the EES.  Additionally, the following sub-themes were 

recognized within each theme:   

 Theme 01: EES Implementation Process  

1.1 - Interpretation of the implementation process 

1.2 - Use of evaluation tools 

1.3 Observation procedure 

1.4 Correspondence prior to a formal observation 

1.5 Expected instructional strategies 
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1.6 Use of the Rubric within the EES 

1.7 Post observation conference 

 Theme 02: EES Evaluation  

2.1 - Observation summary - identification of strengths and growth 

opportunities 

2.2 - Follow-up procedures for recommendations and monitoring 

2.3 - Suggested modifications in the EES’s implementation 

 Theme 03: Effect of the EES   

3.1 - Improvement in teachers’ effectiveness 

3.2 - Relationship between the EES and teachers’ instructional growth 

This chapter has provided the analytical findings of the qualitative study in which 

the implementation of the PDE’s EES was discussed in terms of the perceptions of 

elementary school principals.  Based on the findings, the EES is primarily viewed as a 

rating and evaluation process, rather than a tool for teachers’ instructional growth.  

Additionally, based upon an analysis of the data, a consensus of the principals in this 

study believe the implementation of the EES has not promoted teachers’ instructional 

growth.  However, participants indicated the implementation of the EES does improve 

documentation and dialogue among principals and teachers.  A few participants believe 

the use of the EES may have potential, but only with teachers who are intrinsically 

motivated to improve and grow professionally.  To transform the EES from an evaluative 

process to a productive model of reflection and growth, consistent and reoccurring 

professional development must be coupled with teachers who are inherently motivated to 

improve their instructional practices.      
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Introduction 

Despite the state-mandated implementation of the EES (Pennsylvania House Bill 

1901, 2012), little research exists to confirm whether its implementation was positively 

affecting the efficacy of Pennsylvania’s teachers.  Therefore, the results of this study are 

potentially significant for school principals and organizational leaders who utilize the 

evaluation model with the intent of improving teachers’ instructional pedagogy.  Based 

upon the importance of needing quality teachers in classrooms and having principals 

evaluate and foster their instructional growth, it was essential to know if the goal of Act 

82 was being accomplished.  Throughout this chapter, the aim of the study will be 

addressed by a proposed solution.  Additionally, the researcher identifies factors and 

stakeholders relevant to the proposed solution, implications on future research, and final 

conclusions of the study.   

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how a 

purposely drawn sample of elementary principals have implemented the PDE’s EES (Act 

82 of 2012) and to explore their views on its effect on teachers’ instructional growth. 

Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study was to determine whether the implementation of the EES 

positively affected teachers’ instructional growth.  After the findings were interpreted, the 

researcher created a set of recommendations focused on the perceived effectiveness of 

implementing the EES for school principals and educational leaders, based in part on the 

Marzano (2010) quote:  “Among elements such as a well-articulated curriculum and a 
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safe and orderly school environment, the one factor that surface[s] as the single most 

influential component of an effective school is the individual teachers within that school” 

(p. 1).  Therefore, based upon the educational value and influence of individual teachers, 

it is vital for school principals to utilize a framework which improves the instructional 

pedagogy of educators.  

Proposed Solution 

The primary purpose of the EES was to enhance the development of more 

effective teachers in classrooms (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014).  By 

improving the pedagogical practices of teachers in order to provide all students with 

access to effective teachers, it was believed that students’ academic achievement would 

increase.  The premise was based upon the implementation of the EES, which would 

serve as a framework for teachers’ instructional growth and continuous improvement.  

The use of the EES could provide a consistent framework with a common language.  

However, this study found little evidence to support a claim that the implementation of 

the EES has positively affected teachers’ efficacy.  Furthermore, if teachers themselves 

do not possess the intrinsic passion and desire to improve, then the use of the EES 

appears to serve as a task, rather than a model for improving teachers’ effectiveness, 

according to the perceptions of the people using this model– the school principals 

interviewed in this study.  Based on their input, the researcher recommends revisions to 

the current framework of the EES.   

While the use of the EES is mandated by the PDE, the researcher proposes 

changes to the current framework.  Currently, for classroom teaching professionals, 50% 

of the evaluation is based upon the classroom observation.  The remaining 50% is divided 
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among building level data (15%), teacher specific data (15%), and elective data (20%).  

The process is designed to utilize data from the observation, building, individual teacher, 

and an elective to formulate an overall evaluation score (see Appendix A).   

As an initial aspect of the proposed solution, the researcher recommends 

eliminating the pre-conference and advanced, mutual scheduling of the observation.  

Instead, the researcher recommends principals use multiple, unannounced walk-throughs 

to gather data and rate teachers on their classroom environment and instruction, 

categories currently identified as Domains II and III in the EES.  The researcher also 

recommends eliminating Domain I, which is currently identified as Planning Preparation 

within the EES.  Another aspect of the proposed solution would involve eliminating the 

following from the teachers’ overall evaluation:  building level data (15%), teacher 

specific data (15%), and elective data (20%).  However, the researcher recommends 

maintaining Domain IV, which provides principals with an opportunity to evaluate 

teachers’ professionalism.   

With this revised framework, the researcher recommends using the cumulative 

results of the walk-throughs to represent 85% of a teacher’s overall evaluation, rather 

than the current allocation of 50% from a formal observation that was scheduled in 

advance.  The components encompassed within that 85% would include what is currently 

listed within Domain II and Domain III of the EES – namely Classroom Environment and 

Instruction.  Since 85% of a teacher’s evaluation would now be based upon multiple, 

unannounced walk-throughs that evaluate classroom environment and instruction, the 

principal could clearly determine if planning and preparation were embedded into a 

teacher’s instruction on a regular basis.  Rather than having Planning and Preparation 
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(Domain I) as a separate domain, the quality and organizational structure of the lesson 

would provide information to the principal regarding whether a teacher was adequately 

prepared to teach the lesson.   

Since the researcher’s proposed solution allocates 85% of the evaluation to 

cumulative results of walk-throughs, the remaining 15% would be derived from teachers’ 

professionalism outside of the classroom (see Figure 6 for a visual representation of the 

researcher’s proposed solution).  Professionalism already exists as Domain IV within the 

EES, and the components within that Domain would still be applicable under the 

researcher’s proposed solution. 

 Figure 6. Evaluation Percentages within the Proposed Solution.  

Support for the Solution 

The researcher recommends the cumulative results of the walk-throughs now 

represent 85% of a teacher’s overall evaluation.  According to D1P3, “…those [walk-
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through] snapshots…really build a photo album and give you a complete picture of 

what’s happening in the classroom, and I have found for the walk-through to be very 

beneficial in regard to following-up…and having dialogue with teachers.”  Since leaders 

and employees who openly communicate with each other establish a trusting relationship 

(Jo & Shim, 2005), it reinforces the importance of principals communicating with 

employees and providing feedback after completing classroom walk-throughs.  

Furthermore, reinforcement and feedback from the leader positively affect the actions of 

employees (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1997).  Utilizing open communication and 

collaboration with employees are characteristics of a transformational leader (Mohiuddin, 

2017).  Additionally, the use of a transformational leadership style positively corresponds 

to increased job performance and job satisfaction from employees (Dumdum et al., 2002; 

Fuller et al., 1996).   

The walk-throughs serve as on-going, formative assessments into what is 

occurring in classrooms on a daily basis.  This focus on continuous growth and 

improvement over time differs from the current framework, where a single, pre-planned 

observation serves as a summative assessment which represents 50% of a teacher’s 

overall evaluation.  According to D6P2, “…I try to tie the walk-throughs back in [to the 

conversation about next steps].  Also, so that it’s always kind of having a meeting and 

focusing on growth.”  The unannounced walk-throughs would prevent teachers from 

planning and scheduling what they consider to be a perfect lesson for an isolated, 

scheduled observation.  According to D7P1, when classroom observations are scheduled 

in advance:  
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It’s not a true reflection of what they [teachers] are doing daily in there.  The 

stage is set for what they’re trying to do – they have the costume on, they have 

everything there.  So really, it doesn’t reflect on their daily teaching.   

Leaders can significantly and positively affect an organization (Burke, 2014), but leaders’ 

feedback and suggestions for professional development should be based upon an 

authentic understanding of what is occurring in classrooms.  Using the results of several 

unannounced walk-throughs would provide principals with a more accurate 

representation of what is occurring in the classroom on a daily basis.  Additionally, it 

would simplify the current process because principals and teachers would not need to 

conduct pre-observation conferences or complete questionnaires in PA-ETEP prior to a 

formal observation.  Instead of significant aspects of the observation process occurring 

through on-line correspondence between the principal and teacher, the emphasis would 

be on in person discussions regarding feedback of walk-throughs in a collaborative 

manner.  According to Jo and Shim (2005), employees perceive information as more 

relevant when communicated in person by leaders within the organization.  The follow-

up conversations after walk-throughs would include areas of strength, opportunities, and 

next steps, because the common goal is to work toward continuous growth.  When the 

feedback from the principal is intended to align shared goals of the school and teacher – 

continuous improvement –the principal is exhibiting characteristics of a transformational 

leader (Bass, 1999).    

Another aspect of the proposed solution would involve eliminating the following 

from the teachers’ overall evaluation:  building level data (15%), teacher specific data 

(15%), and elective data (20%).  Although building level data is relevant information for 
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educators, it should not positively or negatively affect the rating of individual teachers.  

Ineffective teachers should not be rewarded for working in a high-achieving school, just 

as effective teachers should not be penalized for working in a low-achieving school.  

Regarding teacher specific data, it is not currently applicable for all teachers because not 

everyone teaches in a grade level or subject area where students are measured by their 

results on a common, state assessment.  Therefore, the researcher recommends 

eliminating that component, which would result in a consistent framework, regardless of 

teachers’ grade level or subject area.  Finally, the elective data, which consists of SLOs 

(Student Learning Objectives), are created by teachers for a portion of their overall rating 

within the EES.  However, according to D3P2, “…people just figure that out…and they 

pick a SLO that is easily achievable - and very few people have SLOs that aren’t 

distinguished based on the criteria - because they set themselves up for a homerun.”  

Those factors reinforce and support why the researcher recommends eliminating building 

level data, teacher specific data, and elective data from the framework of the EES. 

Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Solution 

 The proposed solution of the researcher is realistic in terms of its approach.  

However, the deployment of the proposed solution would be challenging based upon 

existing policies at the state and local levels.  For example, the implementation of the 

proposed revisions to the framework of the EES would not require significant changes in 

terms of school principals and teachers.  Actually, the proposed solution eliminates steps 

and procedures which currently exist within the framework of the EES.  The proposed 

solution would necessitate less time because pre-observation meetings and the 

completion of questionnaires would be removed from the process.  Rather than the 
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principal and each teacher having advanced meetings and discussions regarding one 

lesson, a principal would conduct multiple, impromptu walk-throughs.  The result would 

be a more accurate representation of what is occurring in classrooms on a regular basis, 

and the proposed evaluation process would be achieved in a more efficient manner.  

In addition to the existing policies at the state and local levels serving as barriers 

to the proposed solution, the researcher does acknowledge two other factors which need 

addressed.  Although there are no direct budget or financial implications associated with 

the researcher’s proposed solution, an indirect cost to school districts for professional 

development would occur if school principals require training on conducting effective 

walk-throughs.  According to Stout, Kachur, and Edwards (2014), walkthroughs are 

“…brief, frequent, informal and focused visits to classrooms by observers for the 

purposes of gathering data on educational practices and engaging in some type of follow-

up” (p. 1). 

In terms of principals’ and teachers’ support of the solution, the suggested 

revisions require significantly less time and planning for both parties.  The proposal does 

not require the need to identify a mutual date and time for the observation, it eliminates 

the pre-observation questionnaire for teachers, and it removes the pre-observation 

conference from the process.  However, the researcher recognizes the teachers’ union 

may have concerns with walk-through results representing a significant portion of a 

teacher’s overall evaluation.  Though, when walk-throughs are done correctly, 

“…principals focus on building their understanding of student learning, not on checking 

off a list of best practices” (Moss & Brookhart, 2013, p. 42).  Additionally, according to 

Ginsberg and Murphy (2002), “…teachers welcome the opportunities for feedback and 
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discussion that walk-through[s] provide” (p. 34).  Furthermore, according to Brown and 

Coley (2011), teachers reported significant, positive change and encouragement after 

receiving walk-through feedback from the school administrator.  Given the positive 

benefits of walk-throughs, coupled with teachers’ reduced workload by eliminating the 

need for advanced meetings and completion of questionnaires, potential barriers from the 

teachers’ union can be mitigated.   

Finally, in terms of peripheral barriers from stakeholders such as the school board, 

parents, and community members, the researcher does not foresee any concerns.  The 

researcher’s proposed solution emphasizes the visibility of principals in classrooms 

because the use of multiple, unannounced walk-throughs represents a significant aspect 

of the proposal.  Therefore, since the proposed solution result in principals’ increased 

presence in classrooms, the researcher does not anticipant any barriers from the school 

board, parents, or community members.        

 State Policies Influencing the Proposed Solution - Act 82 of 2012 was signed 

into law by Pennsylvania’s governor, which required the Secretary of Education 

to establish a new statewide rating system for evaluating teachers and principals 

(Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).  Act 82 led to the state-mandated 

development of the EES, authorizing significant changes regarding the evaluation 

process of Pennsylvania teachers and principals (“Act 82 – Teacher Evaluation 

Law,” n.d.).  As a result, the EES was implemented as the evaluation framework 

for Pennsylvania educators.  The researcher’s proposed solution would revise the 

exiting framework of the EES.  Domains II, III, and IV would still be present in 

the proposed model, but ratings for Domains II and III would be based upon 
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unannounced walk-throughs instead of mutually scheduled observations.  These 

types of changes would require the approval of the Pennsylvania Department of 

Education (“Locally Developed Alternate System,” n.d.).  Although House Bill 

1901 (Act 82 of 2012) would not need to be changed, any locally developed, 

alternate system regarding the evaluation of Pennsylvania’s teachers would need 

to be approved by the PDE.  Section 1123 (e) of Act 82 of 2012 provides school 

districts with the opportunity to develop their own rating tool for use in evaluating 

professional employees and temporary professional employees who serve as 

classroom teachers.  A locally-developed, alternative rating tool must be approved 

by the PDE before it is implemented (Pennsylvania House Bill 1901, 2012).    

 Local Policies Influencing the Proposed Solution – Collective bargaining 

agreements exist between individual school districts and their corresponding, 

educational organizations.  It is common practice for language regarding teachers’ 

evaluations and end-of-year ratings to be embedded within the teachers’ contract.  

Even if the PDE would implement the researcher’s recommendations, or any 

revisions to the current model, school districts would maintain the status quo of 

their local agreement until the approval of a new contract.  According to the 

Pennsylvania Department of Education (2014): 

Current Rating Systems under existing collective bargaining agreements 

or contracts must be discontinued in any new or renewed agreements or 

contracts or during the status quo period after an expired contract. No new 

agreements or contract may provide for a rating system other than what is 

provided by Act 82. (p. 3) 
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However, the current language in Act 82 of 2012 does provide school districts 

with an opportunity to evaluate teachers with a locally developed tool.  According 

to the Educator Effectiveness Administrative Manual, “…employees may be 

evaluated through the use of a rating tool developed by an individual school 

district, intermediate unit or area vocational-technical school that the department 

[PDE] has approved as meeting or exceeding the measures of effectiveness 

(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2014, p. 67).   

Implementation of the Proposed Solution 

 The implementation of the researcher’s proposed revisions to the EES would 

necessitate support from either the PDE or Local Education Agencies.  At the local level, 

school district representatives could submit the revisions to the PDE under the heading of 

a locally developed, alternative rating tool.  Although the tool would still need to be 

approved by PDE before its implementation, it does provide an avenue for potential, local 

implementation of the proposed revisions.   

Similarly, in an effort to increase the likelihood of the PDE approving the 

alternative rating tool, school districts in a region of Pennsylvania could unite and submit 

their support of the alternative rating tool in a unified manner.  This approach would 

require the support of local superintendents within a given region.  Intermediate Units 

within a region of the state could offer workshops and informational sessions regarding 

the proposed revisions.  Then, if enough interest and support was generated among local 

superintendents, a unified application regarding the use of the alternative rating tool 

could be submitted to the PDE.  However, in order to be considered for approval, the 

PDE would still need to interpret the revised model as “…meeting or exceeding the 
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measures of effectiveness…” of the current framework of the EES (Pennsylvania 

Department of Education, 2014, p. 67). 

The researcher acknowledges the challenge regarding the proposed reformation of 

the PDE’s Educator Effectiveness System.  Even with the provision that allows school 

districts to submit a locally developed, alternative rating tool for consideration by the 

PDE, the researcher’s proposed solution may not be approved to replace the current 

evaluation structure.  As a result, the researcher recognizes the need to consider utilizing 

aspects of the proposed solution in addition to the current structure of the EES rather than 

in place of the EES.  Components of the proposed solution exist for principals to pilot in 

conjunction with the current framework of the EES.  For example, principals can still 

utilize the cumulative results of walk-throughs to guide open and honest conversations 

with teachers.  Those discussions should not be one-sided, but rather opportunities should 

be presented to teachers for reflection on their pedagogy with the premise of striving for 

continuous improvement.  Trusting relationships are likely to develop when principals 

communicate positively with teachers (Jo & Shim, 2005), and working in a trusting 

environment creates an increase in task performance (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1997).  

Therefore, regardless of the PDE’s perception of the researcher’s proposed solution, 

principals can still consider increasing the frequency of classroom walk-throughs 

followed by transformational conversations with teachers.   

Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Implementation of the Solution 

 Regardless of whether the PDE considers the researcher’s proposed revisions or 

school districts submit an application for the revised model to be considered as an 

alternative rating tool, factors exist regarding its potential implementation.  For example, 
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the state’s Secretary of Education, who oversees the PDE, is appointed by the governor of 

Pennsylvania.  The individuals who hold these offices are dependent on the results of the 

state’s elections.  If a new governor is elected in Pennsylvania, then his/her stance on 

education will affect who is appointed as the Secretary of Education.  As a result, the 

direction of the state in terms of educational initiatives, including educator effectiveness 

and evaluation models, can vary based upon the political climate within the state.   

 Leader’s Role in Implementing Proposed Solution - Whenever an organization 

tries to implement change, leaders need to be mindful about how to introduce the 

change because most efforts to significantly change an organization are 

unsuccessful (Burke, 2014).  As a result, leaders need to be intentional about 

structuring a systematic approach for change prior to initiating any action steps.  

Although it is important to be intentional about the planning process, leaders 

should acknowledge that an organizational change process is not linear (Burke, 

2014).  A visual representation of progress toward change would consist of loops 

or setbacks, but a pattern and trend toward the accomplishment of the change goal 

will emerge (Burke, 2014).  This philosophy of continuous growth and 

improvement toward a goal parallel’s Carol Dweck’s (2006) concept of leaders 

needing to establish a growth mindset, rather than a fixed mindset.  For example, 

a growth mindset is characterized by the belief that everyone can change and 

grow with the application of experience and effort.  Conversely, however, a fixed 

mindset is based upon the belief that peoples’ qualities are permanent and unable 

to positively grow and develop (Dweck, 2006).  The notion of a growth mindset 

parallels the concept of accomplishing organizational change by continuously 
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improving systems and processes with team members who can learn, grow, and 

change themselves.  This concept applies to the researcher’s proposed revisions to 

the EES because people with a growth mindset are willing to discuss and 

implement new approaches.  By clearly identifying ways to improve the EES, 

local and state leaders may be open to the researcher’s proposed revisions to the 

EES.    

 Building Support for the Proposed Solution - Building support for this type of 

change can be challenging.  Although the results of the study indicate the 

implementation of the EES is not resulting in teachers’ instructional growth, 

school district leaders may not want to do the work necessary to revise the EES.  

In order to build support for the proposed solution, leaders first need to establish a 

sense of urgency; it is a crucial first step in the organizational change process 

(Kotter, 1996).  For instance, the researcher could present the findings of the 

study and proposed solution at regional or state conferences throughout 

Pennsylvania.  Once the need for change has been established, school and 

educational leaders can then focus on the actual change process.  The following 

four steps, referred to as the S-U-R-E approach for organizational change within 

schools, are identified as conditions and capacities for sustaining change: 

 Shared vision of the goals  

 Understanding of the urgent need for change 

 Relationships based on mutual respect and trust 

 Engagement strategies that create commitment rather than mere 

compliance (Wagner, 2001). 
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It is important for school and district leaders use these steps as a foundation for 

sustaining change.  Without this preliminary framework, it could be difficult to 

implement the researcher’s proposed revisions to the EES.   

Evaluation and Timeline for Implementation and Assessment 

 The actual implementation and assessment of the researcher’s proposed solution 

would be difficult because it calls for revisions to a state-mandated evaluation plan that 

affects nearly 125,000 teachers across Pennsylvania (“Public Education in Pennsylvania,” 

(n.d.).  However, a summary of the researcher’s recommendations to the existing 

framework of the EES would encompass the following:    

 Eliminate the use of pre-planned, formal observations as a component of teachers’ 

evaluation.  It currently represents 50% of teachers’ evaluation in the framework. 

 Eliminate building level data, teacher specific data, and elective data from 

teachers’ evaluation.  Those areas currently represent the other 50% of teachers’ 

overall evaluation.   

 Use the cumulative results of multiple, unannounced walk-throughs to represent 

85% of teachers’ evaluation.  The existing components within Domain II 

(instruction) and Domain III (classroom environment) would be utilized during 

the walk-throughs. 

 Principals would use a minimum of 4 walk-throughs (a minimum of 2 per 

semester) to formulate a cumulative rating of teachers.  Again, this would 

represent 85% of teachers’ evaluation. 

 Use Domain IV (professionalism) as the remaining 15% of teachers’ evaluation. 
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Implications 

Practical Implications 

The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals implemented the PDE’s EES and to explore their views on its 

effect on teachers’ instructional growth.  The results of this study indicated that although 

the framework of the EES is similarly understood by principals, its implementation did 

not affect teachers’ instructional growth.  Therefore, school district representatives at the 

local or state level need to explore other methods to evaluate teachers and improve their 

skill set.  As a result, the researcher recommends revisions to the existing framework of 

the EES.  However, since the use of the EES is mandated by the state, changes at the 

local and state levels would need to occur in order to fully implement the 

recommendations of the researchers.     

Implications for Future Research 

Qualitative studies may not necessarily produce a generalization to other 

participants or settings (Polit & Beck, 2010; Yilmaz, 2013).  Participants from this study 

consisted of 20 elementary school principals from suburban school districts in 

southwestern Pennsylvania.  Interviews were conducted to identify their perceptions of 

the implementation of the EES on teachers’ instructional growth.  The consensus and 

individual themes from the study could be further explored to identify increased levels of 

understanding between the implementation of the EES and teachers’ instructional growth. 

Additional recommendations for future research include the following: 

 Replicate the study with principals from other suburban elementary schools  

 Replicate the study with secondary school principals as the participants 
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 Replicate the study with principals from rural or urban school districts  

 Conduct the study with a quantitative methodology  

 Conduct the study with teachers’ perceptions, rather than principals as the 

participants  

Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice 

The deployment of the EES was required by the PDE as a vehicle mandated to 

help organizational effectiveness.  This study explored the effectiveness of the EES 

through the lens of the principals who were charged with implementing it.  The results of 

this study indicated that although the framework of the EES is similarly understood by 

principals, its implementation does not appear to affect teachers’ instructional growth.  

This is an important finding for school principals and organizational leaders because it 

was necessary to understand if the goal of Act 82 was being accomplished.  Now, school 

leaders can explore other strategies to improve teachers’ effectiveness.  Consensus from 

the study indicated that principals value classroom walk-throughs.  School leaders can 

use these brief encounters to formulate feedback and recommendations for individual 

teachers.  Additionally, if principals identify reoccurring trends in their 

recommendations, then professional development can focus on those specific aspects of 

instruction.      

Leadership theory and organizational behavior can be utilized by school 

principals who are interested in positively influencing teachers’ performance.  Based 

upon the research of Stajkovic and Luthans (1997), a positive correlation exists between 

organizational behavior modification and task performance.  In regard to behavior 

modification, Jo and Shim (2005) examined the effect of managers’ communication with 
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employees on building trusting relationships with those employees.  According to their 

research, employees who receive positive communication from their leaders, in other 

words, receive behavior modification, are more likely to establish a trusting relationship 

with them (Jo & Shim, 2005).  Based on the findings of Stajkovic and Luthans (1997), 

this creates an increase in task performance.  These findings have practical implications 

on the researcher’s study because principals who frequently interact and communicate 

with teachers will foster trusting relationships which then positively affect the teachers’ 

performance.  Those discussions can occur after classroom walk-throughs during a 

reflective and mutual discussion about the learning goals and learning activities from the 

lesson.  This would bring about the outcomes desired by administrators because hope, 

optimism, and resilience would more likely be fostered in face-to-face, positive 

communication based on the findings of Youssef and Luthans (2007). 

Open communication between the principal and teacher should be purposefully 

encouraged because it may not occur naturally.  For example, Milliken et al. (2003) 

studied the concept of employees’ silence.  According to their qualitative research, it is 

extremely common for employees to remain silent toward their boss about work-related 

concerns or problems (Milliken et al., 2003).  This research has practical implications for 

school principals and teachers.  As previously mentioned, Jo and Shim (2005) revealed 

their findings of the necessity of communication, which also needs to be positive, in order 

to foster a trusting, working relationship.  However, if teachers remain silent toward their 

principal, then a trusting relationship is unlikely to develop, which then would likely 

decrease task performance.     
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Discussions between the principal and teacher should occur face-to-face and 

individually because information is perceived as being more relevant when 

communicated in person by the leader of the organization (Jo & Shim, 2005).  This also 

has specific implications in a school setting because it is often convenient and efficient 

for a principal to communicate with teachers via electronic mail.  However, based upon 

the results of Jo and Shim (2005), principals should allocate time to individually meet 

and communicate with teachers.  Again, those intentional discussions can occur after a 

principal conducts a classroom walk-through.  Those individual, positive conversations 

between principals and teachers will aide in the establishment of a trusting relationship 

(Jo & Shim, 2005).  When principals communicate and collaborate in a trusting 

environment with teachers, they are demonstrating characteristics of a transformational 

leader (Mohiuddin, 2017).  According to Gillespie and Mann (2004), transformational 

leaders motivate their followers to exceed expectations by developing a foundation of 

trust.  Practical implications exist for those findings because employees have increased 

job performance and job satisfaction with a manager who utilizes a transformational 

leadership style (Dumdum et al., 2002; Fuller et al., 1996).  Therefore, principals can 

infer that positive outcomes for teachers will result from their implementation of a 

transformational leadership approach.   

 Positive reinforcement, a type of behavior modification, that includes walk-

through feedback from a principal to a teacher can positively affect the outcomes of 

employees (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1997).  Feedback is a type of social reinforcement and 

more influential when provided by an authority figure (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1997), such 

as a school principal.  Providing feedback and reinforcement to employees results in a 
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positive effect on task performance (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1997).  Therefore, based upon 

the leadership theory premise, principals who conduct walk-throughs and provide in-

person feedback which includes positive remarks can expect positive outcomes on 

teachers’ performance.  

Additional implications of leadership theory and practice are applicable for school 

principals to increase the performance of teachers.  For example, a positive correlation is 

established between employees’ participation in decision-making (PDM) and job 

performance and job satisfaction (Cotton et al., 1988; Westhuizen et al., 2012).  The 

results of these studies are applicable to the researcher’s study because principals can 

purposefully encourage teachers to participate in decision-making regarding their own 

goal setting and actions in the classroom.  After receiving in-person feedback from 

principals, teachers can participate in decision-making, regarding personal goals and next 

steps for increased performance.  Additionally, principals can empower teachers by 

providing an opportunity for them to decide on their type of differentiated supervision 

model.  Examples of differentiated supervision models include plans related to peer 

coaching, self-directed action research, and portfolios (“Pennsylvania Department of 

Education - Educator Effectiveness System - Differentiated Supervision,” 2013).  By 

actively enabling teachers to participate in the decision-making process, principals can 

expect a positive correlation to teachers’ job performance and job satisfaction (Cotton et 

al., 1988; Westhuizen et al., 2012).   

Reflections of the Researcher 

An anticipatory reflection by the researcher precedes the actual process of 

conducting a dissertation in practice.  Rather than a traditional reflection, occurring at the 
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conclusion of an event or process, an anticipatory reflection occurs at the beginning. It 

includes mindful reflection and understanding of how a topic was identified, what the 

researcher hopes to gain from the study, and preparation for the upcoming journey.  The 

dissertation topic originated from genuine inquiry of the researcher, who was interested 

in a thorough understanding of a concept within the K-12 educational workplace.  The 

researcher was utilizing the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s new, mandated 

teacher evaluation system that contained an instructional framework.  The problem for 

the researcher, however, was the uncertainty and curiosity of whether the implementation 

of the evaluation model positively affected teachers’ instructional growth, which was the 

rationale of the PDE.  As a result, the researcher wanted to gain an understanding of how 

suburban elementary school principals implemented the model and to explore their views 

on its effect on teachers’ instructional growth. 

 The process of creating a dissertation in practice has been a transformational 

journey for the researcher.  Similar to Roberts’ analogy, the journey could be compared 

to climbing a mountain; “…it is a long and arduous trek – not for the fainthearted.  It is 

fraught with hazards and obstacles along the path that can dampen your spirit.  However, 

it also offers incomparable opportunities for personal and professional growth” (2010, p. 

xiv).  Although it was not initially evident to the researcher during the onset of 

coursework that preceded the dissertation in practice, the researcher now understands, 

values, and appreciates the process.  Mindful reflection has resulted in the researcher’s 

realization that personal and professional growth results from the process, rather than the 

destination.  As stated by Ralph Waldo Emerson, “To finish the moment, to find the 
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journey’s end in every step of the road, to live the greatest number of good hours, is 

wisdom” (1845, p. 65).     

Summary of the Study 

The Pennsylvania Department of Education mandated the implementation of the 

EES as the evaluation framework for Pennsylvania educators, and its goal was to ensure 

all students had access to effective teachers in the classroom (Pennsylvania Department 

of Education, 2014).  Since the EES was deployed in 2012, enough time has passed to 

assess whether its implementation positively affected teacher’s instructional growth.  

Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological study was to determine how 

elementary principals have implemented PDE’s EES and to explore their views on its 

effect on teachers’ instructional growth.  The results of this study indicated that although 

the framework of the EES is similarly understood and utilized by principals, its 

implementation does not appear to affect teachers’ instructional growth.  Therefore, 

school district representatives at the local or state level need to explore other methods to 

improve teachers’ instructional skill set. 

While the PDE mandates the use of the EES, the researcher proposes changes to 

the current framework that are within the legal guidelines for Act 82.  The researcher 

recommends principals use multiple, unannounced walk-throughs to gather data and rate 

teachers on their classroom environment and instruction, rather than rely on the results of 

one lesson which was planned and mutually scheduled in advance.  The researcher 

recommends using the cumulative results of those walk-throughs to represent 85% of the 

overall observation, rather than relying on the present 50% allocated to a single, 

scheduled observation.  Additionally, the researcher also recommends eliminating 
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Domain I, which is currently identified as Planning and Preparation within the EES.  

Similarly, the researcher recommends the elimination of the following from the teachers’ 

overall evaluation:  building level data, teacher specific data, and elective data.  Although 

building level data is relevant information for educators, it should not positively or 

negatively affect the rating of individual teachers.  Ineffective teachers should not be 

rewarded for working in a high-achieving school, just as effective teachers should not be 

penalized for working in a low-achieving school.  Conversely, the researcher 

recommends maintaining Domain IV, which provides principals with an opportunity to 

evaluate teachers’ professionalism; this component would represent the remaining 15% 

of the overall evaluation.  

The implementation of the researcher’s proposed revisions to the EES would 

necessitate support from either the PDE or Local Education Agencies.  At the local level, 

school district representatives could submit the revisions to the PDE under guidelines as a 

locally developed, alternative rating tool.  Although the tool would still need to be 

approved by the PDE before its implementation, it does provide an avenue for potential, 

local implementation of the proposed revisions.  Even if the PDE does not approve 

revisions to the framework of the EES, school leaders can still explore other strategies to 

improve teachers’ effectiveness.  Based upon consensus from this study, principals 

should employ strategies that could positively impact the growth of teachers by 

conducting frequent walk-throughs and providing specific feedback to teachers, 

regardless of the status of the mandated framework.  
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Appendix A 
Evaluation Percentages for Classroom Teaching Professionals 
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Appendix B 
Danielson’s Four Domains and Corresponding Components	 
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Appendix C 
The Four Domains of the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model 
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Appendix D 
Interview Protocol 

Interview Protocol Title:  Elementary school principals’ implementation of the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s 

Educator Effectiveness System (Act 82 of 2012) and exploration of their views on its effect on teachers’ instructional growth   

Position of Interviewee:  Elementary School Principal 

Protocol:  Thank you for volunteering and agreeing to be interviewed for this research study.  In addition, thank you for 

signing the consent form indicating that the audio correspondence of this interview will be recorded.  The audio file will 

eventually be permanently deleted after the correspondence is transcribed.  Also, thank you for signing the form to meet the 

requirements of working with human subjects for research.  The form confirms that your comments are strictly confidential, 

participation is voluntary, you may end the interview at any time if you feel uncomfortable, and there is no intended harm to 

participants.  Lastly, I anticipate that this interview will take approximately 45-60 minutes, and you can request a break at any 

time throughout the process.  Additionally, do not hesitate to ask any questions or request clarification throughout the 

interview.  Thank you.     

Questions: 

1. Please state your name, your current position, and how long you have served in your current role.   

2. Each principal's interpretation of how to implement the EES may differ.  How do you interpret the process for 

implementation? 

3. Please share and discuss any specific forms, templates, or software that you use when evaluating teachers with the 

Educator Effectiveness System.   

4. Please discuss how often you formally observe teachers.  If you conduct more than one annual observation with the same 

teacher, how do past observations factor into the discussion of subsequent observations?   

5. Do you correspond or meet with a teacher about the lesson prior to conducting the formal observation?  If so, describe 

the general correspondence and discussion that occurs, such as who leads the conversation and what is discussed.   

6. Talk specifically about what you are looking for as you observe the instructional strategies of a teacher during a formal 

observation.  

7. The rubric for the Educator Effectiveness System consist of the following four rating categories: unsatisfactory, needs 

improvement, proficient, and distinguished.  After completing a formal observation, discuss how you use the rubric to 

evaluate a teacher on the components within the evaluation model.  If possible, discuss a specific example from each 

category.    

8. Discuss the communication that occurs during a post-observation conference with a teacher.  Specifically, talk about 

conversations that occur when your ratings differ from the self-reflection ratings of the teacher.   

9. The observation summary ends with a section for the principal to identify a teacher’s areas of strength, opportunities for 

growth, and next steps.  Discuss examples regarding opportunities for growth and next steps that are identified and 

included on the evaluation.    

10. Based upon the opportunities for growth and next steps that are identified, how do you monitor whether the teacher 

implements those recommendations?  Talk about any type of follow-up communication or interaction that occurs after a 

post-observation conference.   

11. If you were in charge of implementing the EES, what if anything would you have done differently? 

12. In your opinion, does the EES improve teacher effectiveness?  What evidence supports your view? 

13. That concludes my list of questions.  You now have the opportunity to share additional information or perceptions about 

the relationship between the Educator Effectiveness System and teachers’ instruction or instructional growth.  
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Appendix E 
Pre-Observation Questionnaire 

 

Pre-Observation Questionnaire 
 

1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagogy: 
What is the content to be taught?  What prerequisite learning is required?  
 
 
 

1b. Demonstrating Knowledge of Students: 
Characterize the class?  How will you modify the lesson for groups or individual 
students? 
 
 
 

1c. Selecting Instructional Outcomes: 
What do you want students to learn during this lesson? 
 
 
 

1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resources: 
What resources were considered for this lesson and rejected?  Why?  What resources will 
be used?  Why? 
 
 
 

1e. Designing Coherent Instruction: 
List very briefly the steps of the lesson. 
 
 
 

1f. Designing Student Assessments: 
How will you measure the goals articulated in 1c?  What does success look like?   
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Appendix F 
Post-Observation Questionnaire 

 
 

Post-Observation Questionnaire 
 

4a. Reflecting on Teaching: 
What reflections caused you to design the lesson as you did?  After the lesson, state 
whether the objectives have been met, specifically by whom, and how you know.    
 
 
 

4b. Maintaining Accurate Records: 
How do you track student learning as it relates to this lesson? 
 
 
 

4c. Communicating with Families: 
What specifically have you learned by communicating with families that impacted your 
planning of this lesson? 
 
 
 

4d. Participating in a Professional Community: 
In what ways is today’s lesson related to collaboration with colleagues?   
 
 
 

4e. Growing and Developing Professionally: 
What aspects of this lesson are the result of some recent professional learning?   
 
 
 

4f. Showing Professionalism: 
In what ways have you been an advocate for students that relate directly to this lesson?   
 
 

 

 

 




